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[ ABSTRACT

This design handbook presents data and methods for use in analyzing the dynamical

[, performance of a rotor supported in fluid film type bearings. The data are given

in form of design charts covering:

[ . The dy-*-ic bearirg efftciont,

2. The oiot of hvdrodynamic instabilitv

. 3. The critical speeds and the unb)alance response of a simple

rotor-bearing system

The design charts sre in dimensionless form and cover a wide range of bearing

I & 7 ometries and operating crnditions.

"' ,Several different types of fUuid film bearings are considered together with

various forms of lubricatioi:

Incompressible Lubricant Comoressible Lubricant

- Plain Cylindrical Bearing Slf-actng[

4-Axial Groove Bearing Brings Plain Cylindrical Bearing

[3iL •Elliptical Bearing

Partial Bearings

[• Tilting Pad Bearing

Plain Cylindrical Bearing Plain Cylindrical Bearing,
Turbulent ~~Sing Plae Adiso

Partial Bearing Externa.lly
Pre gartl e.Plain Cylindrical Bearing,

Tilting Pad Bearing Double Plane Admission

F
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FiOSSo itngldleig. La ewenPra ainrli---
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D-26So itn a erns odo aInnrFl
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D-34 4 Shoe Ti~lting Pad Bearing. , Load on Pad, Laminar Film-------------

D-5 100 Degree Partial Bearing., Turbulent Film, Re - 1663---------- -
D-6 100 Degree Partial Bearings, Turbulent Film. Re - 5820---------

D-37 100 Degree Partial Bearing., Turbulent Film, Re - 13.304.......

D-8Plain Cylindrical Bearings, Turbulent Film, Re - 1663 ----

D-9Plain Cylindrical BaigTurbulent Film, Re - 5820 --------------

D-40 Plain Cylindrical B a i g .Turbulent Film, Re - 13 04- - - - -
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Orifice radius, inc
D.Oamping coefficient for hyrsai berig awubo.se.in

C Radial bearing clearance, i.e. the difference between the
radius of curvature of the bearing surface and the journal
radius, inch

C, Clearance of pivot circle in the tilting pad bearing,
see Page 65, inch

LC ZZ C ,YC ,XC y Bearing damping coefficients, Ibe~sec/in

D Journal diameter, inch

d Feeder hole diamter, inch

a Eccentricity of journal center with respect to bearing centerjLii

t I Mass moment of irrtia of pivoted shoe around longitudinal
L axis, lbs.in.secr

C 'Transverse mass moment of inertia of rotor around CG,lbs.in.sec

1P ~Polar mass moment of inertia of rotor, Ibs~in~sec

EK Bearing stiffness, lbs/in

Kr Rotor stiffness, lbs/in

Ka Bearing support stiffness, lbs/in

K~ XXK ,YKY K yyBearing spring coefficients, lbs/in

' L Bearing length, inch

L Distance between admission planes in a hydrostatic bearing, incý

L2 -L-L,, combined length of hydrostatic bearing outside' amiessiii
planes, inch

Rotor span between bearings, inch

NK Rotor mass per bearing, see Page 202p lba sec,/in

Nlýcrit - I/it , Equivalent mass of pivoted shoo, lba.see 2 /i

a Ellipticity'of elliptical bearing, see Fig. S.

0 xii
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SiRotor speed, RPS

I Total number of feedeL holes in hydrostatic beartng (on the obarts
r N is used instead of I)

P a Ambient pressure, psi&

C 8Supply pressure for hydrostatic bearing, pesiII
1- 1, Journal radius, inch

Be - XPNMC/p, Reynolds number

Gas constant, in 2 /sac2 .I

, - .&UL(2, Sommerfeld number

T Total temperature, °

SV€ Volume of feeder hole below orifice, in3
cj

[ U Bearing load, lbs.

x Rotor amplitude, see Fig. on Page 231,, inch

x,y Journal center coordinates, inch

t - x.y Components of Journal center velocity, in/sec

Q 0 11 + a 12, for first critical speed and static unbalance in/;

S- a 1 2' for second critical speed and dynamic unbalance

0 ,ll'912 Influence coefficients for the rotor, see Pase 231. in/lbs

[ Eccentricity of unbalanced mass, see Figure on Page 23,1, in.

S a2/dC, Inherent coampensation factor for hydrostatic bearing

a " e/C, Eccentricity ratio

2 A 1ka. (• 2 , Compressibility number

I i- .6 2, V Tastrictor coefficient

Lubricant viscosity, lbe.sec/in
2

V Whirl frequency, radians/sec

- 1, for first critical speed and static unbalance

. (distance between rotor masses)/ "ae Figure on Pag 231.
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LD -for hydrostatic bearmng

e - , Rotor flexibility permeter

"Bearing attitude angle

Sr• c . 2XN, Angular speed of rotor, radians/sec

4n First or second critical speed, radians/sec
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( I The trend towards high-speed turbomachinsry hea accentuated the fact that fluid

film bearings possess stiffness and damping properties which have an appreciable

[ effect on the dynamic behavior of the rotor-bearing system. Thus, it has become

recognized that the static properties (i.e. load carrying capacity, flow, power

( loss, temperature rise, etc) are only some considerations in bearing design. In

fact, the dynamic characteristics will often govern the particular bearing

[3 selection. It has been show. that the dynamic properties will affect the threshold

of instability, critical speeds, unbalence response, noise attenuation, etc.

L Each bearing type (e.g. cylindrical, axial groove, elliptical, pivoted shoe,

etc), lubrication system (.e.g. self-acting, hybrid), fluid property (e.g.

compressible, incompressible, and two-phase), and regime of operation (e.g

laminar, transition, and turbulent) will influence the dynamic performance of the

system to a differing degree. Therefore, in choosing the bearing type for a

specific operating condition and environment, one most consider both the dynamic

and the static aspects.

The calculation of the dynamic properties of bearings has been extremely diffi-

cult and laborious and only the advent of high-speed, high storage computers

[ has made it practical. These solutions, however have leagged considerably behind

steady-state analyses. While at present there are several books and numerous

ports and papers available that treat the steady-state performance and design

of bearings, only 4 few papers are available on dynamic properties. This

[ handbook partially* fills this gap. The text is presented in such a form that

as solutions for other bearing types are made available, they can be readily

[ added to this handbook. The complexity of the analysis and the numrous perameters

also introduce the problem of generalization of the results so as to make them

[ broadly applicable. In this text the generalization has been accomplished

through the use of dimensionless parameters. Decoupling of the bearings from

[ the rotor system has also been important in order to make the results applicable

to a variety of rotor configurations.

0 • The scope of this program permitted only a limited coverage of bearing types,

dimensions (L/D, a, arc length, etc) and ranges of operating parameters] (Re, A.P/ etc).
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I
While the trend to high speed machinery has required the establishment of the

dynamic properties of bearings, the presence of more severe enviromuental re-

quirements (.6.5 extreme temperatures and pressures, radiation, aec), has also

focused on this need. High speed aircraft, space power systems (Brayton and

Rankine dynamic conversion machinery), cryogenic refrigeration machinery, Suid-

ance and control equipment, centrifuges, etc. are Just a few examples of new
machinery requirements. Many of these use process fluid lubrication such as

liquid metal, gas or vapor. The use of these fluids in high speed machinery is

reLatively recent; therefore, experience is limited, and in may cases unfavorable.

Me',y of the troubles can be attributed to poor desiLp or trLIal and error procedure.

At the sme time it should be recognized that the analysis with these process

fluids is considerably more complex because of the introduction of nonlinearity

and at least one additional parameter (Reynolds number, compressibility number,
quality) has to be considered. To ensure satisfactory operation and to prevent
failures of the machinery it is essential, as part of the actual design procedure,

to perform an investigation of the dynamics of the rotor-bearing s-y tem. Such

an investigation must include the calculation of the system critical speeds, a

calculated prediction of the maxiunm vibratory amplitude and a check on the

stability of the rotor. Through the calculations it can be determined if thi

rotor has adequate stiffness for its weight snd if the chosen bearing typei and

the selected bearing dimensions are adequate for the operational requirements.

It is the purpose of this handbook to set forth the required design methods and

to give as much desiSn data as is currently available in easy to use form.

The data are given in form of design charts which employ dimensionless parameters.

Thereby, the charts become generally valid and apply to a wide reane of operating

conditions and design configurations. The charts cover three types of data:

1. Dynamic coefficients for several bearing types and bearing geometries

(spring and damping coefficients). The data can be used directly

together with existing computer progrm to calculate the unbalance

response and the stability of a general rotor-bearing system.

2. The regions of stable and unstable operation of a rotor bearing system.

3. The effect of fluid film bearings on the critical speeds and the

unbalance response of a rotor-bearing system.I2



The first chapter in the handbook contains a brief review of the moat important

aspects of zotor-bearing dynamics from a design point of view. This is followed

by a chapter in which the usual procedure for arriving at a design of a rotor-

bearing system is outlined. The various steps in the design procedure are then

treated separately in the subsequent chapters which at the #aim tis give a do-

I tailed explanation for using the accompanying design charts.

L That part of the design procedure which deals with the stes, state performance

of the system, or the strength and mechanical integrity of the rotor and its

support structure, has only been included to the extent that it mauis the use

r of che prasented data more efficient. A more complete coverage of the associated

L design problems can be found in standard reference books and numerous reports.

4 E Most of the given design data have been computed specifically for the present

handbook. This includes many of the charts for the dynamic bearing coefficients,

i almost all of the stability data and all of the charts for the critical speeds

- and the unbalance response. The balance of the data for the dynamLc bearing

i coefficients has been compiled from several sources given in the reference list.

SThe handbook treats those bearing types vhich are classified as fluid film

* bearings. Design data for ball bearings are given in an accompanying report.
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PRAXQUYASnECnl OFP THEZ l)tD~YKMUC OF A 100-''u• •U

The principal part in any piece of rotating machine.ry is the rotor itself. Its •

function is to generate or transmit power. It consists of a shaft on wbic, may

rotating surface of the shaft from the stationary supports. The bearings my be

either fluid film bearings, using oil, other liquids, a es, or eon. two phase

fluids as a lubricant, or they may be rolling elemt bearings like ball bearings.

The rotor is never completely rigid and in may applications it Lis actually

quite. flexible. Hence, the rotor vibrates if it is subjected to excitational0
forces. These forces say be aerodynamic, magnetic, mechanical, etc. by far

the meot comon of such pxcitations are the unbalance forces present in the rotor. U

They generally derivo from the manufacturing processesuwhere it is not possible

to ensure that the center of gravity of the rotor usses* coincide exactly with

the geometric symmetry axis of the rotor. The unbalance msy be distributed

throughout the rotor and varies in both magnitude and angular position along

the length of the rotor. As the rotor is brought up in speed the centrifugal

forces due to the unbalance cause the rotor to deflect and the bent rotor whirls hi
around its neutral axis synchronous with the speed of rotation. this phenomenon

is known as synchronous whirl. It 'should be noted that synchronous whirl is [
actually not a vibration of the rotor in the normal asnse of the werd. The de-

flected shape uf the rotor itself ren ains unchanged during the motion and it

is only when the whirl amplitude is measured in any fixed direction (for instance,

by a probe) that the notion appears as a vibration. nnwever, from the point of [
view of describing synchronous whirl the analogy to a vibratory motion is very

strong. This analogy becomes evident when considering the phenomenon of the -

critical speed of the rotor. For the purpose of illustration assume the rotorto

cnitof a single heavy disc mounted on a flexible shaft whose weight is jr

small compared to that of the disc. Let the me of the disc be N roo , sec

and let the stiffness of the rotor be 
K UL (i. 0• p M is in

r in
yfir,"
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Cdetermined as the force which causes a one inch deflection at the center of

the shaft). Furthermore, let the uass center of gravity of the disc be eccentric

by a distance a inch with respect to the axis of the shaft and let the asgular
* radiansspeed of the rotor be w - n. The shaft center at the disc will be whirlingSec.

in an orbit with radius x inch. such that the center of gravity of the disc will

be whirling with a radius of (x~a). Hence, the shaft pulls the disc inmarde with

a force of: Kr- x lbs. and the centrifugal force pulls outwards with a force of:
2 r

W [ 2(x+a) lbs. For equilibrium the two forces =sat be equal:

.g ~Center of Gravity a

Si.e. N2

L r
- from which the whirl radius of the shaft center at the disc can be computed,.

L It is inediately seen that when the rotor speed is such that:

then the denominator becomes zero and x becomes infinitely large. The corres-

ponding speed wc is called the critical speed of the rotor. It my further be

* r noted that for cA<4 the radius x is positive, i.e., x and a are in the sa
direction, such that the center of gra-ity of the disc is outside the orbit

"L of the center of the shaft. For speeds above the critical speed x becms

negative and the center of gravity is inside the shaft center orbit. Hence,

r in gýing through the critical speed there is an inversion of the center of
L gravity or, in the terminology of vibrations thmphase angle between the mpli-

"tude and the exciting force (i.e. the unbalance) changes from zero to 180 degrees;-

As the rotor speed becomes very large, then x - --a and the center of gravity

£ of the dim: coincides with the center of the shaft orbit and is therefore stationary.

I[The theoretically infinitely large iaplitude at the critical speed does not

occur in practice since there is always some damping present in the system.

\\5
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owerver, any inherent material damping in the shaft itself does not contribute

to limit the amplitude since the shape of the deflected rotor does not chaine

during the whirl motion. Instead, the major source of damping is in moot cases

the journal bearings and without this or a similar source it would be very diffical'

to pass through the critical speed. It is, therefore, evident that the bearings

play a major role in the dynsmios of the rotor.

The most comon journal bearing type is the fluid film bearing in whtrnh the rotor I

journal and the bearing sleeve are separated by a thin film of lubricant. The

lubricant may be oil, water, liquid metal, or a two phase fluid Sas. In the cas

of self-acting bearings the geometry is such that the rotation of the journal cause

the bearina to act as a viscous pump whereby pressures are generated in the labrL-i

cant film forcing separation of the journal and the sleeve. Under steady-state

conditions the total pressure force equals the static load on the bearing. Now-

ever, if the center of the rotating journal is in notion, as for instance, during

synchronous whirl, additional pressures are set up in the lubricant film ,W.ch

act as dynamic forces o, the journal in addition to the static force. The dynami~c

force depends on both the mplitude and the velocity of the journal center motion

but in contrast to conventional mechanical forces the dynamic force does not have

the same direction as the imposed amplitude. Resolving the dynamic force into

two components, F and Fy, along fixed coordirate axes in the bearing, say an I

"•~'•k-axis and a y-axis, and likewise resolving the journal center motion Into x and

y displacements, the dynamic force components may be expressed by:

F - -Xx - C -~KxyYCx

where :k d (x-velocity) and y t(y-velocity). To illustrate:

6



Bearing Centor

L Instantaneous journal ctr.pos

State Direction of journal rotation

Uy
[" [ ~journal ctr /

[1
L-

17 x
Strictly speaking the given equations are only exact for infinitesimal small

i amplitudes but in practice they prove to be valid even for amplitudes as large

as a third of the bearing clearance. The 8 coefficients: K- - Cx 0....... C3M7F are called spring and damping coefficients such that, for instanceK_, iL, theSL.
spring coefficient yielding a restraining force in the x-direction due to aS-. -

L displacement in the y-direction. These coefficients are calculated from lubri-

cation theory and are properties of the particular bearing. They depend on

[ i the bearing configuration, the lubricant properties and, more important, they b4

to a given steady-state journal center position. Consequently, they change with

the speed of the rotor.

E! I To illustrate the effect of the bearing on the dynamics of the rotor assume

for simplicity that the bearing may be represented by a single spring co-

[ i efficient K and a single damping coefficient C in3tead of the actual 8 co-

efficients. Returning to the single-disc rotor discussed above the modified

[ • model now becomes:

Neutral axis thr-

""Fluid nc

Film

tINS tA



The critical speed is approximately determined by:

r/(r.+• r)

which is less than the critical speed previously calculated with rigid bearinp

where: w c ' . ence, the flexibility of the fluid film lowers the ezitical

speed. It is not uncommon for the reduction to amount to 30 to 40 percent and

cases can be cited where the reduction is even greater, e.g. with soft gas bear-

ings. Although ignored in the above equation the damping may cause the reductiot

to be less then stated. This is readily seen when considering a bearing with so

much damping that the bearing acts like it -s rigid in which case the critical

speed becomes equal toEl . This effect is frequently of importance in oil

lubricated bearings. OWnthe other hand, in Sas bearing applications the rotor

is very stiff compared to the gas film in which case the damping causes a slight

reduction in the critical speed.

When the flexibility of the bearing film is taken into account it is found that

" for whole rotor partakes in the synchronous whirl notions although the size of

the whirl orbit changes along the length of the rotor. Furthermore, the presenco

of damping in the bearing film limits the amplitude' in passing through the

critical speed. The damping ts frequently sufficiently largo that the critical

speed may hardly be noticed and even with instrimntation it may be difficult to

identify and measure the critical speed with better accuracy then ± 10 percent

in rotor speed. This, however, is also due to the fact that there are 8 bearing

coefficients instead of just two. With two coefficients as assmed above the

stiffness in the vertical and the horizontal direction are the sam and likewise

for the damping coefficients. Hance, due to the symmtry of the system the whir*•
orbit is circular. When there are 8 bearing coefficients the system is unsymms-

trical and the whirl orbit becomes elliptical. In essence, this implies that th.'

stiffness and damping coefficients in two mutually perpendicular directions are I

dissimilar. Therefore, there will be one critical speed based on the smallest

stiffness and another critical speed based on the largest stiffness. Theoreticali

then, there are two resonant amplitude peaks but due to damping the peaks overlap

sufficiently that in practice they appear as one broad peak. Consequently, it io

difficult to define by measurements the exact rotor speed at which the critical
8
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speed is encountered. Neither is it possible to define the critical speed by

means of a change in the phase angle between unbalance and amplitude. The obso

phase angle value depends on the direction in which the amplitude La measured.

Figures I to 4 show typical examples of synchronous whirl orbits and rotor ampli

[J The amplitudes are measured by capacitance probes which are mounted inside or Jme

adjacent to the bearing. The probes are 90 degrees apart and give the rotor ampt

F tudes is sine-waves as shown by the bottom picture in Fig. 1. By simultaeously,
displaying the signals from the two probes on an oscilloscope a picture of the uk•

[ orbit is obtained on the screen as shown by the top picture in Fig. 1. Beanc,

probes can be thought of as coordinate axis for measuring the rotor motion and

[ may be labeled x-probe and y-probe in analogy to x-axis and y-axis. To illustrati

assum that the x-signal and the y-signal a-a 90 degrees out of phase so that the]

"{ may be written:

x a coawt y - b cos(wt-900) -t b sinwt

C n h(e a- peak x-amplitude, b -peak y-amplitude, c - frequency, ae
S Combining the signals yields:

[2 2

a 2 b

ii i.e. an ellipse with major axis: a(along the x-axis) and minor a=a: b(along the

y-axis). If the signals are either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase the

whirl orbit becomes a straight line. For phbse angle values between 0 and 180

degrees the orbit is an ellipse whose orientation with respect to the &ae depend

]. onthe particular value of the phase angle and on the magnitude of the peak ampli-

tudes. This is clearly illustrated by Figs. 2,3 and 4. Figure 2 (and also Fti.l1

is obtained with a rotor supported In• hybrid gas bearings teternally pressurized

with rotation)and shows the synchronous whirl orbit, due to unbalance, as a funct

[ of rotor speed. The amplitude reaches a peak at approximately 18,000 IM which I

, either the first or the second crftical speed (the two critical speeds are the twI
rigid body modes and they are too close together to separate). The increase in

amplitude beyond 25,000 MRP is caused by a pedestal resonance. Apart from the
U change in size it may also be noted that the orientation of the elliptical orbit

changes with speed. Figures 3 & 4 present measured synchronous whirl orbits obtaii

with a 100 degree, -Llicone oil lubricated, partial bearing and with a fully

V9
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turbulent lubricant film (Reynolds nunbet -5820 sad $314, respectively) Use

measurements are conipared to theoretical resualts which are calculated as the baste

of theoretically derived spring and damping coefficients representing the bearing

f ilm. The overall agreemnt is very good. Each orbit is she.. In the st-y-ooordi-

oats system corresponding to the two probes and io obtained for a particular value

of the Sommerfeld hnimber 4, p~ hee is the lubricant viscosity, NIsi the reo
speed in rps, RIis the journal radius, C is the radial clearance sad P is the bear-

Ing loading per unit projected bearing area. Hence, the Sommrfeld number gives

a direct indication o!! the rotor speed.

Whereas Figs. 1 to 4 show synchronous whirl with elliptical orbits Fig. 3 shams

the onset of hydrodynamic instability in a gas lubricated journal bearing. The
orbit has two lobes and is generated by a simple superposition of synchronous

whirl and half-frequency whirl. The small lobe "corresponds" to the synchronous

whirl and disappears as the amplitude builds up. If the speed is increased

further the orbit increases rapidly in size and eventually the bearing will fail

due to contact between the journal and the bearing. With gas bearings an In-

stability failure can be very serious and may cause extensive damage to both the

rotor and the bearings and even with liquid or oil lubricated bearings It La very

difficult to operate a rotor beyond the onset of Instability. The hydrodynamic

instability is known as either fractional frequency whirl ("half-frequency whirl")

or resonant ship ("oil whip") The Instability is inherent in the very principle

by which lubrication works. To Illustrate, consider for simplicity a vertical

rotor supported in plain journal bearing with length L, radius 1, radial clearance.

C end an angular rotor speed of w s~ec

sac.

10
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Let the Journal ride eccentric in the. bearti8 cloarance with an secmtriLatys.

eider a flow balance for one half of the lubricant film (shaded iL the figuare)

and assum that no pressur'e is present in the film:

flow in I L Ic (0+e) 12!
2sac

Uflow out 2 L Rw (C-e)

I Since the flow into the film volume is greater than the flow going out the film

will normally develop a pressure such that the inflow is reduced and the outflow
Sis increased with side leakage taking place. It is by this mechanism that a

hydrodynamic bearing is able to generate its load carrying capacity. However,

assume that the journal center is not stationary but whirls with an instantaneous
rdi noh

angular speed of v around the hearing center. The journal center velocity
sac

is then: eV I and the considered film volume increases with time at the rate of:3sec
2LIy In this case the flow balance can be written:sac:

(flow in) - (flow out) + (rate of change of volume)

or
SL Rco (O+e)- L a w (C-e) + 2LRV

which is satisfied if:

When the above flow balance is satisfied no pressure is developed in the bearing fil

[ Hence, when the whirl frequency equals half of the rotational speed the bearing

looses its load carrying capacity and it becomes unstable.

The purpose of the above illustration is to show that whirl may cause instability

and that the instability whirl frequency has an inherent tendency to equal a

half of the rotor speed. However, as already mntioned the illustration is 'nly

valid for a vertical rotor or a lightly loaded bearing where the rotor whirls

around the bearing center and the whirl orbit is a circle. In general the bear-

ing is under static load. Consequent+ly the center of the whirl orbit is dis-

UU
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placed from the beating center and the orbit become elliptical. This bas the

effect of reducing the Instability whirl frequaesy altough thbo, rs4 ctlAwo is oly

noticeable when the static load, and eccentricity is hih (for a sufficiently hilh

eccentricity, the instability my actually be eliminated in the oil lubricated bear-

ing). Furthermore, the simple concept of instability as being caused by a complete

lose of load carrying capacity is no longer valid for a loaded bearing. Rather,

the onset of instability can be viewed as being caused by the bearing loosing its

damping ability. A brief explanation of this phenommon will be given in the

following.

It can be shown that, for the purpose of describing the onset 0f instability,

"a journal bearing can be represented by a single effective spring coefficient and

"a single, effective damping coefficient. These coefficients can be calculated

from the 8 dynamic bearing coefficients as shown in 3sf. 16. bumever, the two

coefficients derived in this manner depend on the whirl, frequency such that the

effective damping coefficient is negative for smll frequencies and becomes
positive for higher frequiencies. The frequency at wbLch the damping become sere

shall be called the instability frequency. The ratio between the instability

frequency and the rotor speed equals approximately 0.5 in most cases except at

high eccentricity ratios (e.g. at low speeds) where the ratio is usually smeller.

Therefore, the instability frequency can be found as a function of speed as showa

by the corresponding curve in the figure below. For frequencies less than the

instability frequency (i.e. in the region below the curve) the effective damping

is negative, and for frequencies greater than the instability frequency the damp-

ing is positive. The effective spring coefficient of the bearing together with

the flexibility of the rotor determines the resonant frequencies of the rotor-

bearing system. Since the bearing stiffness is a function of speed the resonant

frequencies become speed dependent. The lowest of these resonant frequencies io

shown by the curve labeled: "System Resonant Frequeacy" in the figure below.

This curve intersects the curve for the instability frequency at a speed denoted

as: "Instability Threshold Speed":

12
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/ 10 ;0"

• 1 -40b Rotor Speed
et Critical Instability
Speed Threshold

Speed

S Assume that the rotor ie subjected to h mall disturbance. It will thon tend to

vibrate at its lowest resonant frequency. However, if the rotor is running below
the instability threshold speed the bearingplrovide positive damping and the

Svibration dies out. As the speed is increased the damping available for the

vibration diminishes until it becomes equal to zero at the Instability threshold

speed. Attempting to increase the speed beyond the threshold speed causes the

damping to become negative such that any amposed disturbance Is amplified and
Sthe system is unstable.

From the figure it is seen that if the rotor mass is increased or the shaft ti
made more flexible the system's natural frequency is lowered, whereby the inter-

section between the two frequency curves shifts to the left and the threshold

speed is reduced. Conversely, if external damping is present in the system (for

instance, in the supports) the curve of the film instability frequency is lowered
thereby raising the threshold speed. The latter characteristic suggestmauns

Sby which an otherwise unstable system may be stabilized and also explains why
some machinery, notably rotary pumps, may operate stable well above the theore-

I tical threshold speed. The damping capacity of the liquid passing through the

impeller acts as external damping to the system and stabilizes the rotor.

1/ 13a];
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Turning again to the phenomenon of critical speedethe preceding discussion has

otly mntioned the lowest critical speed (the f'rst critical speed). Since the

rotor is an elastic body there are, of course, infinitely many critical speeds but

only the lowest two or three critical speeds are of importance in practice. Rach

critical speed has associated with it a mode shape which is simply the shape of

the deflected rotor at the critical speed. To illustrate the interaction between

the rotor and its bearings at the critical speeds consider a simple model con-

sisting of a uniform shaft supported in bearings with equal stiffness, denotd

as K:

If the bearings are rigidt - .) the shaft behaves like-& simply supported

beam with mode shapes:

let Critical Spoed 2nd Critical Speed 3rd Critical Speed

Risid Bearimas. Flexible Rotor

Next, asssume the bearings to be very flexible in comparison with the rotor. Then

the critical speeds will be lowered and the rotor will behave like a rigid body

at the first and the second critical speed with mode shapes*):

lst Critical Spee4 2nd Critical Speed
(Translatory Whirl) (Conical Whirl)

Flexible Bearings. Rigid lator

(Rigid Body Critical Speeds)

* Strictly speaking, it is only true that the lot critical speed is the translatory
whirl mode and the second critical speed is the conical whirl mode "hen the trans-
verse radius of gyration is loes than 70 percent of the rotor span between bear-
ings. In practice this condition is usually satisfied.

14
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It should be remembered that the rotor does not vibrate but wbrls. At the

first rigid body critical speed the whirling rotor describes a cylindrical

surface in space and the mode is called: translatory whi1l. At the secoed rigid

body critical speed the described surface is a cone with its euz between the

bearings and the mode is called: conical whirl. Both of the two rigid body

critical speeds are proportional to IT. Hence, if the critical speeds were

plotted as a function of bearing stiffness on a log-log graph the rigid body

critical speeds will appear as straight lines with a slope of 0.5 and the flexible

rotor modes will appear as horisontal lines:

Rotor

Speed
Sscale) 6

(log

Ell, 
Typical Effective Bewing Stiffness

Bearing Stiffness K (log scale)

SThere are only two rigid body modes. Even if the bearings are very flexible

f the third critical speed, therefore, involves bending of the rotor itself and

it is the free-free mode:

3rd Critical Speed
(free-free mode)

Flexible Bearings

For a rotor supported in gas bearings the bearing stiffness is generally suffi-

U ciently small that the two lowest critical speeds are the rigid body modes.

Actually, at this time it is recomnnded to require this condition since gas

Sbearings do not possess enough damping to effectively control the resonant

15
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mplitude of a flexible rotor' .Uufce, ia current desigs p•ettice a gnu bearing

supported rotor is quite rigid and the third critical speed i&s..•mlly outside

the operating speed range. y .

The above discussion susmmrises the basic elements of rotor dyimics fromn the

point of view of design application. The three major subjects are: a) unbalance

response and synchronous 'whirl, b) critlcal speeds and, c) hydrodynamic lustabiiLty.

To this my be added rotor balancing which, however, 'will be discussed in another

report (Bef.1). Other considerations are in most cases of secondary Importance

although they may of course be very significant in certain special pieces of

machinery (shock loading, non-synchronoui excitation, random vibration, noise

transmission, etc). The most frequently encountered of the additional considera-

tions are treated in Ref. 1 to the extent information is available.

I
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j OUTLINE 0F THE DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR A WTOa-IEA1I SYSTDM

U A successful rotor design for high performanc~e r otatinS'mAchinery applicatioss

requires the integration of navy technical considerations, one of which is rotor-U bearing dynamics. Compromises must be made to balance the often conflicting

requirements of materials properties, stress, heat transfer, aerodynamics, and

elcrcldsg nadto ortrbaigdnmc.CrflatUinms
elsbetricavein in thddipotiong storotorbesring wyhich. Chbareful attento smast

These structures must maintain the alignment of the bearings with the shat an
with each other and maintain clearances around rotating members. At the samU time they must provide proper structural stiffness for the support of the rotorLand its dynamic loads. The design should be such that these functions are ac-

complished with minismsm change during load and temperature transients.

[IThe remainder of this section is devoted to the rotor-bearing dynanics aspeo t

ofrotor design. It should be remembered, however, that this is only one of many

considerations that mist come into play during the evolvement of the rotor design.UAt an early stage of the design it is necessary to take into account the critical
areeds and stability of the rotor-bearing system, and t6methods for balitacing
tie rotor and minimizing rotor aplitude. The following chart illustrates the

relatimnship of rotor-bearing dyninics to other design considerations in the,

design procedure.

[IIJDimensions, stiffness and vei ht of rotorl

=Selection of bearns dimensions based on steady-state Verformanc

I L... *-Jluvestigation of the stabilit of the rotor-bearng system rae

- - -ýBalancin specifications and d aic bearnx loadsmaul

U Le4Stress, Heat transfer, aerodynmic, electrical and materials cons'iderationsl
U 17



The "boxes" give the sequential steps of the design procedure dabh the broken

lines indicate "feed-back" paths depending the outrome of the various calculations.

The particular machinery application dictates the function of the rotor. T-oical

exup lea are: turbo-generator, turbo-coressor (Sas turbines in ganeral),

turbo-compressor alternator, turbo-alternator pump, motor-compressor or motor-

pump. There are also multi-rotor systems dhere two or more rotors are coupled

together as in conventional turbine-generator sets, connected with a flexible or

a splined coupling, or gear shafting where the Sears themselves provide the con-

nection between the individual shafts. The required output of the machinery

determines the optimm number of turbine or compressor stes ae d sheels and

their'size,• r the size of the rotor and stator for re electrical motor or genera-

tor. On this, basis a preliminary lay-out of the rotor can be made incorporating

such other considerations as the strength of the rotor, thermal insulation, beat

shielding, space for seals, space for inlet and e3eiuest ducts, and assembly

sequence. The approximate weight of the rotor and the corresponding bearing

reactions can be computed from the preliminary layout. In addition, the rotor

span, the journal diameters and the space available for the bearings can be

determined.

Early in the design process, attention must be given to the stiffness and the

mass distribution of the rotor. Stiffness is of particular concern if the rotor

is built-up of several shrink-fitted sleeves, collars and disks compressed

together by means of either a nut on the shaft or a lag tie bolt. Ideally,. the

built-up rotor is as stiff as an integral rotor if all the parts have ezact

dimensions and the compresuion between parts induced by the pre-loading is suf-

ficiently high that it will never be exceeded by any tensile stresses caused by

bendfing.,of the rotor. Hovever, this is never achieved in practice and a reduction

in stiffneis.sis always encountered. It can only be minimized by having as few

separate copon-ents as possible, by requiring tight tolerances and by specifying

a high pre-load. An dditional disadvantage of the built-up rotor is the possi-

bility of encountering in•tability induced .by dry. friction and sliding betwee-,

the rotor components. Such an instability sets in just above the first critical

speed.
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The mase distribution of the rotor is important because of its stru infLuen

[ on critical speed. For example, the rotor frequently extends beyond the bear nJi

to carry a turbine wheel, a compressor wheel or a similar relatively heavy 1mss.

[ This is normally referred to as a rotor with overhung mass. Such an arrantsmnt

causes several problems. The primary reason is that the shaft sections near and

L through the bearings are usually the most flexible part of the rotor. This is

especially the case in high speed appiLcations where the size of the journal di&ý

meter is kept to a minim-m in order to reduce the friction power loss in the

bearings. Hence, the overhung masses are supported on r3latively flexiblet. "cantilevers" thereby causing a significant lowering of the critical. speeds. Thý

flexible shaft sections at the ends also make it more difficult to balance the

[ rotor. Normallj the only accessible balancing planes are at the end of the rotol

and if heavy correction weights are required, the rotor will bend and make it

f virtually impossible to obtain a satisfactory balance.

f Another effect of overhung mass is to shift the shaft nodes towards the bearings,

The resulting decrease in whirl amplitude at the bearings reduces the capacity

( of the bearing to provide damping. Consequently, the whirl amplitude of the rot4

between the bearings will get very large. This problem is especially severe at

[ the third critical speed.

The shape of the overhung mass is also important in the way it influences the

so-called gyroscopic effect. The dynamic forces on relatively thin disks like[i a turbine wheel tend to exert a stiffening effect on the rotor at high speed

and raise the critical speed. Relatively long cylindrical masses like an

L" alternator rotor have an opposite effect and lower the critical speed. As will

be shown in subsequent chapters, the factor which determines which type of

behavior will occur is the relative magnitude of the polar and transverse

moments of inertia T)f the mass.

To arrive at a final rotor design requires detailed calculations and the incorpo:

[i tion of the bearing characteristics. The choice of bearing type and dimensions

is largely governed by the properties of the available lubricant, the operating

[_ environments, the speed of the rotor, the load imposed on the bearings and the

dynamic performance of the bearings, including stability. A more detailed

[j discussion is given in the next chapter which also describes the various bearing

types for which data are available in this manual.

[1.19
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Once the preliminary lay-out of the rotor and its bearings is s•t1.iabad, the

spring and damping coefficients for the bearings can be determined from hte

design charts, (see Figs. B-1 to -121M), and a calculation of the critical speede

can be performed, usually by means of a cosputer program. If the opmaaCig speed

is too close to any of the critical speeds, the rotor or the bearing design must

be modified. To assist in this evaluation, the design charts, Figs. D-1 to D-20

can be used to determine the effect of bearing type and bearing dimensions an the

J critical speeds.

Knowing the dynmic bearing coefficients also makes it possible to check the

stability of the rotor-bearing s)stem. For this purpose a computer program may

be employed or the design charts, Figs. C-1 to C-17, can be v3ed. This is dia-

cussed in detail in a later chapter.

Finally, the magnitude of the rotor whirl amplitude and the corresponding
dynamic bearing loads due to a rotor unbalance should be estimated. Thereby the

sensitivity of the rotor to the location of 'the unbalance can be evaluated and

the required balance level can be established. The calculations are normally

performed by a computer progran but an overall estimate can be obtained from

Figs. D-21 to D-40 in which the effect of both static and dynamic unbalance is

presented.

The subsequent chapters are devoted to a detailed discussion of each of the

stops in the outlined design procedure and to a description of the presented

design charts.

20
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1IV

IiTM SELE MOK OF MMAING TMP AN)D DIAING DDIMIO

Description of earinn Ty's

The wide variety of machinery applications has produced numerws bearing types

] to suit the different requirements. A representative selection of such bearing

types are treated in the present report as stummrized in Fig. 6. A brief des-

[ cription of each type is given below:

a. The Plain Cylindrical earnnt (See Fig. 7) is the simplest of all journal

[ bearing types. Its performance characteristics are well established and ex-

tensive design information is available. Hence, the cylindrical bearing plays

[ an important role in the study and analysis of rotor-bearing system. Its

practical application, on the ocher hand, is generally limited to the gas lubri-

cated bearing. To make the plain cylindrical bearing practical for oil lubri-

cation or other liquid lubricants it is necessary to provide the bearing with

grooves or holes through which to supply the lubricant. Sometimes a single,

circumferential groove in the middle of the bearing is used, and in other cases

one or several axial grooves are provided.

[ b. The 4-Axial Groove Bearing (See Fig. 7) is one of the comonly used oil lubri

cated bearing types. It is a cylindrical bearing provided with four oil supply

grooves. The oil is supplied at a nominal gage pressure which ensures an adequa

oil flow and thereby some cooling of the bearing. Occasionally the grooved bear

[ ing has been used in gas bearing applications in order to improve the bearings

stability but this case is not considered here.

Ei
c. The Elliptical Bearing (See Fig. 8) is another typical example of an oil

[ lubricated bearing. It is especially used in gear and turbine applications. As

a bearing type it is classified as a lobed bearing in contrast to a grooved beoo[ Whereas the grooved bearing consists of a number of partial arcs with a oon

center the lobed bearing is made up of partial arcs whose centers do not coin-

[ cide. Thus, the elliptical bearing consists of two partial arcs where the

bottom arc has its center a distance a - C above the bearing center and vice

[ versa for the top arc (see Fig. 8). Here C is the bearing clearance and a is

called the ellipticity. The value of m is between 0 and 1. By this arrangement

E. the bearing is preloaded which means that the journal center eccentricity
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with respect to the loaded are is Lacre*&1 mdl Imzla sow. M~wnby

the bearing is stiffened and its stability s sammiat Imprmved.

d. Th Partial D-,rilnsa (3ee Fnig. 5) is in &menral not a pLractial, bearilng i

itself. Hiowuever, having ava.l.abl]e psarti, l,.boaring drate allow cabi•e the

partial arcs into a variety of grooved and lobed bearing configurations. M

present report treats 4 partial bearing configurations: 50, 60, 60 and 100 degree

arc, (the centrally loaded partial bearing). Mhe lubricant is in all casms a

liquid and the bearing film is laminar except for the 100 degree arc ubere tur-

bulent flow is also considered.

a. The Tiltint Pad Bearing (See FLS.9) is widely used in high speed applications

where hydrodynamic instability and misalignment are problems. The tilting pad bear-ý

ing consists of a number of shoes, each shoe actually being partial bearing,

which are mounted on pivots. Hence, the shoes are free to adjust and to follow

the motions of the journal. In this way the tilting pad bearing ensures in-

herent stability as long as the mass inertias of the shoes do not interfere with

the adjustment ability of the bearing. In the present report the 3,4, 5 mnd 6-shoe

tilting pad bearing are considered. The load direction my either pass between

the two bottom shoes ("load between pads") or it may pass through the pivot of

the bottom shoe ("load on pad'" , (see Fig. 9). The lubricant is incompressible

(liquid) and the lubricant filt is laminar. For the 3 and 4-shoe bearing,turbulent

flow is also considered.

f. The Hydrostatic Bearing (see Fig. 10) finds application where. the bearing load

is very high, when a very stiff bearing is required or where the rotor speed is

too low to allow the bearing to operate hydrodynamically. The lubricant is

pressure fed to the bearing through flow restricted feeding holes and, thus,

the bearing requires equipment to furnish the flow such as a pump, a compressor

or an accumulator. In the present case the gas lubricated nydrostatic bearing is

considered.

i, The Ball Bearing offers the advantage of compactness, simple lubrication re-

quirements and relatively high speed capability. However, its operational life

is limited. Since the ball bearing as a bearing type is entirely different frma

22
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the fluid fi£1 bearing types the design data and performance data for the bell

U• bearing are given in a separate report.

L Selection of earing Tvye

L At a very early *tagp of the design it is necessary to choose the bearing type.

Unfortunately, the choice is governed by many factors and it is dangerous to

give any general rules on which to bass the selection. Most frequently the

bearing type is chosen on the basis of steady state performance; lead carrying

capacity, lubricant flow requirements, friction power loss, etc. but in many

applications it is also necessary to consider the dynamical performance: dynamic

load, stiffness, damping and stability. Since the present report is concerned

with rotor-bearing dynamics it is not possible within this scope to also treat

the rather large subject of bearing performance and design for steady state

operation. Reference shall instead be given to the published literature among

f which References 3 & 4 may serve as representative examples. However, a brief

summary will be given of the major considerations affecting the selection

of the bearing type:

1. The Lubricant

* Examples of lubricants are: oils, gases, liquid metals,water, vapour, etc. The

choice of lubricant is dictated by what can be made available, the required

L auxiliary equipment, and the operating conditions as discussed later. The lubri-

cant must be chemical stable in the operating temperature rang, and if the

environment is radioactive conventional lubricants are affected. From a purely

lubrication point of view the most important lubricant characteristic is its

viscosity and its boundary lubrication ability. For oils and most liquids the

viscosity isstrongly dependent on temperature and it decreases with increasing

temperature. For gases the viscosity increases with temperature but the effect

is not nearly as pronounced. The densLty-to-viscosity ratio is sometimes of

L. importance especially with low kinematic viscosity fluids such as liquid metals,

and the higher the ratio the more is the bearing likely to operate in the turbu-

lent regime.

[ 2. Rotor Speed

From a functional point of view there are three most comonly used bearing

23
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types: the hydrodynmic (self-acting) hearing, the hybrid (6X6VrMlly MreeUT04

with rotation) bearing, and roltti *r0ment 'r14,0 fit.•ust types lr*

fluid film bearings where the rotor surface is separated from tho bear"• n surface

by a thin film of lubricant. The hydrodynamic bearing works a a viscO POW"

and its load carrying capacity is, therefore, proportional to the lubrIceat

viscosity and the rotor speed. The hydrostatic bearing, on the other hand.

carries its load by means of the pressure at uhich the lubricant is supplied.

Thus, for very low speeds or where the load is very high the hydrorsttic bearing

should be used (alternatively a rolling alimantbearing). ftr moderately high

speeds the liquid lubricated hydrodynamic bearing canbe.used, the latter bearing

having the advantage at higbser speeds due to its lower friction. 1or very high

speeds the gas lubricated bearing should be applied.

3. Bearins Load

The bearing's load carrying capacity should be considered simultaneously with

the rotor speed as discussed above. In fluid film bearings the maxiima load

carrying capacity is determined by specifying the minimm allowable filmthickness

taking into consideration the type of machinery application, possible dynamic loads

and the sixe of possible dirt particles. Wit'a gas bearings and lubricants with

low boundary lubrication ability there are certain limits imposed on the bearing

load because of the dry friction and wear taking place during starting and

stopping before the self-acting film has formed. If the load is too light, on

the other hand, the bearing may be susceptible to hydrodynamic instability.

4. Friction Power Lose

The magnitude of the power loss in the bearing is frequently a major factor in

deciding which bearing type to use. For fluid film bearings operating in the

laminar regime the power loss is approximately given by:
3 3 2

friction power loss - i A NH6600"C.•-Vl H

vhere: L lubricant viscosity, lbs.sec/in2

N rotor speed, RPS

D journal diameter, inch

L bearing length, inch

C radial clearance, inch

e eccentricity ratio * (journal center eccentricity)/(radial clearance)

24
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G'For eccentricity ratios above .5 to .6 the actual power lose become a little

higher. It is seen that the power loss increases with the square of the speed

and the cube of the dimeter. Thus, for high speed applications the use of an

oil as the lubricant would necessitate a very small journal diameter. Thereby

te rotor may become too flexible and instead it is necessary to choose a low

viscosity lubricant like gas or, in some cases. liquid metal. In the latter

j case the bearing film frequently becomes turbulent with a corresponding increase

in the power loss.

1]. Overatina Temerature

Ii the bearing operates at an elevated temperature a conventional hydrocarbon

oil bearing is no longer feasible and instead a special oil or a gas bearing

[(in special cases a liquid metal beering)must be used. For very low temperatures

oils again are not available and the gas bearing may be applied. Apart from

F affecting the choice of lubricant the operating temperature also affects the

selection of the bearing and shaft materials and configuration. Thus, elevated

temperatures are in general accompanied by appreciable thermal gradients with

corresponding distortions of the bearing geometry. It is, therefore, important

[ to select a bearing type which Ls not too sensitive to thermal distortions or

which can be provided with means to ensure a uniform temperature distribution.

6. Dynamic Load b

In addition to the static load a bearing is also subjected to some dynamic load,

for instance, unbalance forces or shock forces. Actually, the magnitude of the

[ dynamic forces cannot be estblished prior to the design of the rotor-bearing

system since they depend on the rotor mass, the rotor flexibility and the dynamic[• properties of the bearing. Even so, they should be estimated and taken into

account in selecting the bearing for the application.

7. Bearing Stiffness and Damping

L The bearing stiffness greatly influences the critical speeds of the rotor-bearing

system. The critical speeds, in turn, are of major importance in determining[ the operating speed range of the rotor. As a general rule: the higher the number[. of critical speeds in the speed range, tht more difficult becomes the operation
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of the rotor and the more difficult it it to balance the rotor. iNrthezmre,

if the unit is not a variable speed machine the design speed should be tonwe

from the closest critical speed by at least 10 to 20 per cent. tam'ing the

critical speeds, however, is only sufficient in establishing those speeds at

which a relatively high rotor whirl amplitude can be expected. To evaluate the

amplitude it is also necessary to consider the bearing damping. To assist in

comparing various bearing types on the basis of their influence on the critical

speeds and the corresponding whirl amplitudes, several design charts have been

prepared as discussed later.

8. Rotor-Bearina Stability

The necessity of avoiding hydrodynamic instability is frequently a determining
factor in selecting the bearing type. Thus, in noot high speed gas bearing

applications the tilting pad bearing will be preferred over other bearing types

because of its very high threshold speed. Design charts for determining the

onset of instability for several bearing types are included in the present re-

port and will be discussed later.

In any given application the consideratiors listed above enter into selecting

the bearing type. The final choice must be based on a numerical evaluation of

each of the factors. The present report gives data and methods for evaluating

the factors connected with the dynamical performance and the stability of the

rotor-bearing system. Data for the steady-state performance is available else-

where, for instance Refs. 3 & 4.

Selection of Bearina Dimensions

In most cases it is difficult to separate the selection of the bearing type from

the selection of the bearing dimensions. In dimensioning and designing the bear-

ing the same factors must be considered as previously discussed for selecting

the bearing type. Among the factors the dynamical performance will be treated

in subsequent sections and in the following a brief discussion will be given of

design data for calculating the bearings load carrying capacity. The discussion

is concerned with fluid film bearings; ball bearings are treated in a separate

report.
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The design data ftr load carrying capacity are given in 1Fga.A-1 -Co £A14. They

are in dimensionless form such that they cover a wide variation in design con-

ditions. The governing dimensionless parameters are sumrtsed in 11g. 11

and will be further defined below.

[1 For liquid lubricants (incompressible lubricants) there are 4 dimensionless

parameters:

Length-to-diameter ratio: L/D
V c Turbulent

jEccentricity ratio: a - e/C

Reynolds Number: is *- !N

jE [
where: i

L - Bearing length, inch

: D - Journal d!'meter, inch

R- D, Journal radius, inch

C - Radial clearance, inch

e Journal eccentricity, inch

N - Rotor speed, RPS

[ W - Bearing load, lbs.

g- Lubricant viscosity, lbs.sec/in2

Lubricant mass density, lbs.sec 2/in4

[ The radial clearance C is always the difference between the radius of curvature

of the bearing surface and the journal radius R. The journal eccentricity e

[ is the distance between the journal center and the bearing center.

[ For the elliptical bearing an additional parameter enters, namely the ellipticity

m. It is defined as the distance between the lobe center and the bearing center

E divided by the radial clearance C, see Fig. 8. Similarly, in a tilting pad bear-

ing the center of curvature for the shoes may not coincide with the bearing center

[ in which case a similar parameter is required as for the elliptical bearing. For

the tilting pad bearing this parameter is known as the preload factor: (1-C'/C).

[ This factor is zero in all the design data for load carrying capacity.
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Figs. A-1 to A-l give the eccentricity ratio or the simi- f9l-thickaee asa

function of the Sommerfeld nmber for various bearing types md geomeStries, all

with liquid lubricants. Under specified opemtLng conditioas and with knomm

bearing dimensions the Som•rfeld number can be cemputed &a* the correspmiding

eccentricity ratio (or .inimm filathickness) can be found from the charts. In

the cases where the eccentricity ratio is given, the minimm ftlathickness can [J

be found from:
minimum film thickness - C • (I-e)

For each of the three tilting pad bearings there are 2 charts. The first chart

(Figs. A-6, A-8 and A-10) gives the relationship between eccentricity ratio and

Somerfeld number. The eccentricity ratio is denoted as e to emphasize that

it applies to the complete bearing, not to the individual pads. The second

chart (Figs. A-7, A-9 and A-11) gives the filathickness over the pivot for the L
bottom pads as a function of eB.

The charts for partial bearings (Figs. A-3 to A-5) nay occasionally be useful

in estimating the eccentricity ratio and minimm filmthicknaqs for multi-groove [
or multi-lobe bearings. For multi-groove bearings a close estimate is obtained

by assuming that the loads is carried solely by the bottom segment of the grooved

bearing. To illustrate, it is seen from Fig. 7 that the bottom segment of the

present 4-axial groove bearing configuration is 90 degrees. Bance, the eccentricity

ratio for the 4-axial groove bearing, alreadycoveredbyFig. A-i, can also be ob-

tained with good accuracy from Fig. A-5 which is valid for an 80 degree partial

bearing. A similar procedure can be employed lor a multi-lobe bearing but only

at relatively high eccentricity ratios. [
It should be emphasized, however, that the outlined method =ust be used with great

caution and judgement since all the partial bearing data in the present handbcjk

assume a centrally loaded pad. Furthermore, extensive data for eccentricity ratio

and minimum filmthickness are already available elsewhere for several multi-groove

and multi-lobe bearing configurations (see Ref. 3). Thus, the chief purpose of the [
presented partial bearing data is not so much to define the steady-state performance

of the bearing but, rather, to make it possible to determine the eccentricity ratio

at which the dynamic bearing coefficients are evaluated. This will be discussed

later. {
28
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For the self-acting gas bearing the dimensionless design parmteats are:

• i Length-to-diameter ratio: L/D

Compressibility number: Am
a

rEccentricity ratio: a - 9/C

" Bearing load parameter: W/F LD
a

where:
Pa - Ambient Pressure, psia

and the other symbols have been defined above.

Figs. A-12 to A-14 allow determining the eccentricity ratio for the plain

cylindrical gas bearing when the values of the compressibility number A and

the load parameter are known.

[ For the hydrostatic gas bearing the operating eccentricity ratio can be cal-

[ culated with good approximation from:

W£ - - (e < .5)
CK

where K is the stiffness in lbs/in as determined from Figs. B-110 to B-122.

- The calculation of K will be discussed later. %The eccentricity ratio computed

in this way should nut exceed .4 to .5 in order to avoid lock-up.

I ln general it is difficult to give specific rules for the' ,smallest allowable value

of the minimum filmthickness. The choice is based on experience and is governed

by such considerations as the size of possible dirt particles, the desired amount

[ of cooling of the bearing and the maximum tolerable bearing surface temperature.

As a rule, high speed ratios (e.g. centrifuges, high speed gears, superchargers,

- etc) will operate with a low eccentricity ratio (e < .4) while low speed gears,

"turbines, etc. will operate with a relatively high eccentricity-ratio (C - .4 to

1.8). For further comments, consult Refs. 3 and 4.

E On this basis the given design charts together with the formulae for the

friction power loss can be used at least to arrive at a preliminary set of

bearing dimensions.
29
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Shaft Orbit

Scale: Vertical Axis 24ChA in./Mjor div.

Rorizontal Axis -
2 0 61 in./major div.

I

Top: horizontal Amplitude (x-probe)
bottom: Vertical Amplitude (y-probe)

learing No. 2. Probes: bearing-to-Shaft. 50 mus/ca

Supply Pressure - 200 psig Ambient Pressure - 14.7 psi

Speed - 30. )00 SI

Fig. I Synchronous Whirl due to Mechanical Unbalance
Hydrostatic Gas Bearing

Whirl Orbit and Corresponding Amplitude Components
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uamm u..u was a m ur .sm n.we usm mm.4 9MmO

Scales: Vertical Axis - 24140 in./major dlv.
SNoriatal Axle - 206A in./umajor d4v.

[J

Searing No. 2, Probes: Searing-to-Shaft, 50 1./7 t

iSupply Prissuro - 200 pag Ambient Pressure a 14.7 Val

[I Fig. 2 Synchronous Whirl due to Mechanical Unbalance
Hydrostatic Gas Bearing
Whirl Orbit as a Function of Rotor Speed

[
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TYPES OF BEARINGS CONSIDERED

a PLAIN CYLINDRICAL EARING: UQUID LUBRICATED-LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FILMSGAS LUBRICATED

k h 4- AXIAL GROOVE BEARING LIQUID LUBRICATED- LAMINAR FILM

-, L. ELLIPTICAL BEARING LIQUID LUBRICATED- LAMINAR FILM

d. PARTIAL B NG LIQUID LUBRICATED -LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FILM

e e. TILTING PAD BEARING LIQUID LUBRICATED-LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FILM

[ f. HYDROSTATIC BEARING GAS LUBRICATED

a 0

I. BALL BEARING

C~ 0
E 1F8. 6 A Scheatlc St--ary of the Bearing Types

for mhich Data are given in the Report
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CLEARANCE C

PLAIN CYLINDRICAL. BEARING

350 LA35*

4-AXIAL GROOVE BEARING

Pig. 7 Go.metry of the Plain Cylindrical Bearing
and the 4-Axial Groove Bearing
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JOURNAL RADIUS R

CR CLEARANCE
maELLIPTICITY

ELLIPTICAL BEARING

JORN

I.
[

1[.-

[ BEARING

[• PARTIAL BEARING

LFig* 8 G0o"try of the Elliptcal Bearing

and the Partial Bearing
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LOAD
•-TILTING SHOE I

•---CLEARANCE
-PIVOT

TILTING PAD BEARING
LOAD BETWEEN PADS

:LOAD

J.OURNAL/

TILTING FAD BLEARING
LOAD ON PAD)[

F•ig. 9 Geomtry of the Tilting Pad BeariLng
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'iE
L/2 L/2

SINGLE PLANE ADMISSIO N

1 L2/2 LI L2/2

2.

" DOUBLE PLANE ADMISSION

Fig. 10 Gamtry of tbh Rydrostatic Nearing
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t I ACTUAL ROTOR

II

'I

EQUIVALENT DYNAMICAL MODEL
OF ROTOR- BEARING-PEDESTAL SYSTEM

Fig. 12 Dynomcal Model of iatoT-Bearlnl System
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REPRESENTATION OF THE BEARING FILM

UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITIONS

BEARING FILM ,•. I
/.yy

II

BEARING SPRING AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTSO L

[

DIRECTION OF ORBIT OF JOURNAL CENTER I'
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V

SPRING AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS FOR FLUID FTL'I JOURNAL HEARINGS

The journal bearings supporting a rotor may be either of two general types:

rolling element bearings or fluid film bear~ngs. In both cases the bearings

possess flexibility and damping and these properties influence the dynamic

characteristics of the rotor. Thus, in order to perform a design analysis of

the rotor-bearing system it is necessary to know the values of the bearing stiff-

ness and damping. For this purpose the present report gives design data for a

large number of fluid film bearing'types. The data are in torm of graphs, as

Fig. B-1 to B-124 which will be discussed in detail below. Rolling element

bearings (ball bearings) are treated in a separate report (Ref.2).

General Concept of Spring and Damoina Coefficients

In all fluid film bearing. the journal is separated from the bearin surface

by at thin film of lubricant. The lubricant may be an oil, another liquid or

gas; and the film may operate in the laminar or the turbulent flow regime.

In hydrodynamic (self-acting)bearings the load carrying capacity is due to pressures

generated in the fluid film and this in turn requires the journal to operate

eccentric within the bearing or, in other words, the larger the eccentricity

the higher the load carrying cap-acity, everything else kept the same (including

the speed). This may be illustrated by considering one of the simplest bear-

ing types namely the plain cylindrical bearing. It consists of a cylindrical

sleeve with radius R and with length L. The difference between the bearing

radius and the journal radius is the radial clearance C. Thus, the distance

between the bearing center and the journal center, denoted as the eccentricity e,

can vary between zero and C. For convenience the eccentricity is normalized

with respect to the clearance, the ratio being known as the eccentricity ratio

S- e/C. Hence, e varies between 0 and I. Assume the rotor to be running with

a speed of N rps and apply a load W to the bearing, starting from zero and

increasing steadily. 'Then the journal center will describe a locus:
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1.5. DMI EI NC

Re aring Center I

'Journal CenterII I

I I

J ournal Center Locus 0

x

The position of the journal center with respect to the bearin$ center is given

by the eccentricity ratio f and the attitude angle * (see figure above) such

that 4 goes from approximately 900 to 00 as e goes from 0 to 1. The vertical

displacement in the same direction as the load becomes ecos#.

I Introduce an x-y-coordinatu system with the x-axis vertically downwards whereby

x - ecos* - Cecos$ and y - esin$ - Cesin#. Hence, the static stiffness is given

by:

Static stiffness - d Wx d cI = Cd(ecos#)

i.e., it is the slope of the load curve plotted as a function of the vertical

displacement. Since the load curve is not linear with displacement the stiff-

ness changes with eccentricity ratio too: I
Static I

Stiffness I

I I

[ . I
[S I

0
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It is evident that the static stiffness alone is not sufficient to describe the

total stiffness characteristics of the bearing. From the above journal center

locus it is seen that even under static load the journal displacement is not in

the same direction as the appLied load. The displacement has both a vertical

component x and a horizontal vromponent y. This is in contrast to conventional

mechanical systems where the elastic deiormation usually is in the same direction I
as the force. Hence, it is necessary to split up the static stiffness in two

parts, one part related to the x-displacement and one part related to the y-

displacement. Assume the rotor to be operating at a given speed under a static

load W and with journal center coordinates x and y. Increase the load by an

infinitesimal small amount WM whereby the journal center coordinates are changed

by Lix and Ay, respectively. However, to separate the effects of 6A and hy, the

change should be performed in two steps: first increase x by 6x such that W is

increased by •LW and next, increase y by Ay whereby W is fu.ther increased by V
AW2. In total:

- W" + LVW
or tM 1  i2

,6 _ . = .x + -2. L

For very small changas the ratios become derivatives. Since the derivatives are

taken with respect to one coordiaate at a time, they are Rartial derivatives:

There fore : 
j6j - +A

This may be shown to be a separation into components of the previously discussed

static stiffness as follows: [j
dx %o =A dy

1]
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For convenience the partial derivatives are designated by symbols:

They are called spring coefficients. There are, however, more than two coeffi-

cients as will be discussed.

Under static conditicas the static bearing load W is opposed by an equal and

opposite force W representing the integrated pressures in the fluid film. Wx x

is taken to be positive in the same direction as x such that:

(Wx mstatic Z -W

If, however, the journal center is outside the earlier shown journal center locus

the fluid film pressures generate an additional horizontal force component VY
which under static conditions forces the journal back to its equilibrium position

where W - 0. This means that the bearing has stiffness not only in the verticalY
direction (x-direction) but also in the horizontal direction (y-direction).

Hence, in calculating the partial derivatives above where x is first increased by

Ax, not only is W increasd by 4W1 (more accurately it is Wx which is Increased

by 1i) but w is changed by W 3 ' Similarly is Wy changed by W 4 in increasing

y by &y. Therefore, in total:

L16 W 2  ýW f
Ax --. &m X T4-a(,Iw'Ystatic- ' - - -Ex- -~ AY 'V.A~

4U3  2! ýV ýIi
OWýsai XA & Z+;x.A

The minus signs are due to the convention of W. and Wy being positive in the se
( direction as x and y, respectively. It is convenient to write these equations

a s: ( W sta t ic - -K " &x - K &y

(by static = -K " ax - K Ay
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I:

.where: K N K C)W

K -- - -

These four coefficients are the spring coefficients of the bearing. The first

index gives the direction of the force, the second index gives the direction of

th dslaemn. t sseen that a displacement in, say the x-direction, gives (

th dslaemn. It i

rise to a force not only in t~he x-direction, but also in the y-direction.

Under dynamic conditions the journal center no longer occupies a fixed position.

It has a velocity with components k and ' (i - dt and Ad where t is time)

Such a velocity induces additional pressures in the fluid film resulting in an

increase of the fluid film force components Wx and Wy This effect is called

the squeeze film effect because the forces are generated by the lubricants re-

sistance to being "squeezed" out of the bearing film. In complete analogy to

the four spring coefficients the squeeze film forces can be represented by four

damping coefficients: C., Cy* Cy and C yy. in total, the changes in the

fluid film force components due to a motion of the journal center are given by:

M- - * • ni- C x - I •Ay - yy

by yx 6 x yy yy

The coefficients where the indices are the sw (i.e. K xx,C xx,K and C ) are

called the direct-coupling terms (force and displacement are in the sawe direction)

whereas the coefficientswhere the indices are different (i.e. X. Y .C 1,.ZY and C ,.)

are called the cross-coupling terms. Since the cross-coupling terms do not possess the

necessary symmetry it is not possible by a si=T.w rotation of the x-y-coordinate

system to eliminate the cross-coupling terms.

Furthermore, the cross-coupling terms are not "pure" coefficients. i.e. a cross-

coupling spring coefficient is not a pure stiffness, it also contains damping

properties. This mey be illustrated by considering the energy.dissipated during

the journal center motion. Assume the journal center to whirl in an orbit ¶
with angular frequency m such that:
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S- a cos(wt + # ) i.e. a ) - w a sin(wt + 0 x)

Ay - b sin(wt + y) w w b cort(wt + *y)

The energy dissipated during one orbit of revolution is:

Energy dissipated • -x + Cxx + KxyY + Cxyj + [yx + yx i. + K.Y+Cy dt

xa ;fj ' us +%-b2 C a.pb.i , sin(*,-$yXUCxy + Cy )-ab • cos(*x-4y) (Kxy-Ky4
•iKa•xx YY"yx. X

•.Hence, the cross-couplit, g spring coefficients mauy contribute to the energy dissi- (

pation which is usually considered a property of a damping coefficient.

The 8 dynamic coefficients are calculated from lubrication theory. They are computed

as the previously indicated partial derivatives of the components uf the fluid film

force. They depend not only ol the bearing type and the bearing geometry but also on
[ the steady state journal center position. Thus, to each operating point on th. journal

center locus (see the figure, page.59) corresponds different values of the 8 coeffi-

[� cients. Therefore, when the eccentricity ratio is known the dynamic coefficients are

also defined. The eccentricity ratio in turn is a function of several dimensionless

17 parameters:

for liquid lubricated, hydrodynamic bearings:

Length-to-diameter ratio : L/D

Somerfeld Number: S L=NDL q8)2 linar
Reynolds Number: Re- 71oNDC/I

(for laminar film: Re - 0)

[ for gas lubricated, hydrodynamic bearings:

Length ta-diameter ratio: L/D
&. 2ii±

Compressibility Number : A- 1M (2

SBearing load parameter: W/PaLD

[i 63
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for gas lubricated, hydrostatic bearinns:

Length to-diameter ratio: L/D 6119

Restrictor coefficient: A -9 Ps 8C3VI1_7s

Supply Pressure Ratio: P I/P£ a

The symbols are defined on Page 27 and in the nomenclature list.

Use of the Design Charts

The design data for spring and damping coefficients are given in Figs. B-1 to

B-124 for a wide selection of bearing types. The bearing types considered are

listed in Fig.6.

a. Liquid Lubricant, Laminar Film

The design data for the bearing types with an incompressible lubricant and a

laminar film are given in Figs. B-i to B-55. The charts give the dynamic co-

efficients as a function of the Soinerfeld number S. The coefficients are in

dimensionless form:

CK CK CK CK
-x xz1 ~Xz -
W U W W

CwuC CX CMC CaCxx XY YX •
W W W U

where:

C - Radial clearance, inch

W - Bearing load, lbs.

a- 2ffN. Angular speed, radians/sec

N - Rotor speed, RPS

K xKyK yx,Kyy - Spring coefficients., lbs/in

C ,Cy C,C - Damping coefficients, lbs.sec/in
.XV xy ICyx 'Cyy

When the bearing dimensions, the load and the viscosity of the lubricant are known

the Somerfeld number can be computed for several values of the speed over the

operating range. Entering the charts with these calculated values the correspond-
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F

ing values of the coefficients can be computed. Thereby the coefficients

become determined over the speed range and can be used in an unbalance

I response calculation, a stability analysis or a critical speed calcuation.

I For the plain cylindrical, the 4-axial groove and the partial bearing the

only other parameter besides the Sommerfeld number is the L/D - ratio. For

[i the elliptical bearing an additional parameter is the ellipticity u which

gives the distance between the lobe center and the bearing center normalized

with respect to the radial clearance. Thus, m - 0 corresponds to a plain

cylindrical bearing whereas m - 1 would mean solid contact between the

[I journal and the bearing. In the present design charts (Figs. B-9 to B-16)

two values of the ellipticity are considered: m - 0.25 and m = 0.5.

In analogy with the elliptical bearing the tilting pad bearing may not have

1. the center of curvature of the pads coincide with the center of the bearing.

If the journal radius is R and the radial clearance is C then the radius

II of curvature of the pads is (R+C). Let the circle with center in the

bearing center and touching the surface of the pads at the pivots have

the radius (R+C') If C' - C the pad centers coincide with the bearing

centar and if C' - 0 the journal is always in solid contact with the pads.

[i The parameter (1 - C'/C) is called the preload factor and it may vary from

0 to I like the ellipticity m.

In Figs. B-37 to B-52 the preload factor is zero. Furthermore, Figs. B-37 to

V B-48 assume that the mass inertia of the shoes is very small and can be

ignored. Under this assumption the 4 cross-coupling terms of the dynamic

coefficients vanish and only Kx, K ,C and C remain. In addition, for
xx yy xx yy

the 4 shoe bearing with the load direction passing between the two bottom

U pads K = K and C M C because of symmetry. The effect of pad massxx yy xx yy

inertia and the corresponding values of the cross-coupling terms are pro-

sented in Figs. B-49 to B-52 for the 4-shoe tilting pad bearing. The mass

(7 inertia is expressed in terms of a dimensionless parameter:

[ PDL(_ 2]2
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where: N- ,.l/R2

I - mass moment of inertia of a pad around a lngitudinal
axis passing through the pivot, lbs.in.sec

The other symbols are defined on Page 27.

In addition to the dynamic coefficients the design charts for the tilting pad

bearing also show a curve labeled "critical mass". For each Somerfeld number

this curve gives the value of the above dimensionless mass inertia parameter

at which the phase angle between the journal motion and the pad motion becomes

90 degrees. If the actual pad inertia is more than approximately half the

critical value the cross-coupling terms become significant. The critical mass

parameter also gives some measure of the bearings stability characteristics

as discussed later.

The three last charts, Figs. B-53 to B-55, apply to a vertical rotor and show

the effect of the preload factor. Since the load V is equal to zero for a

vertical rotor it is necessary to redefine the dimensionless form of the dynami4

coefficients. The revised form is defined on the charts.

The values of the dynamic coefficients for other multi-groove bearings than the

4-axial groove bearing and for other multi-lobe bearings than the elliptical

bearing can be estimated approximately from the partial bearing coefficients

given in Figs. B-17 to B-36. This is best illustrated by first giving the

exact and general method for calculating the dynamic coefficient* of a bearing

made up of several segments, say n segments (i.e.for the 4-axeal groove bearingi

n - 4, and for the elliptical bearing: n - 2). Consider the i'th segment, whid

is actually a partial bearing in itself, and let this segment be located an angl

#i with respect to the vertical load line for the complete bearing. * is measi

in the direction of the shaft rotation from the top of the bearing to the radial

line bisecting the segment. Next, it is necessary to know the steady-state loci

of the journal center within the complete bearing for the given load direction.

This information can be obtained from Refs. 3 or 4. Once the journa&L center la

is available the eccentricity ratio and attitude angle for each segment can be

established from simple geometrical relationships which depend on the particula
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I

[ bearing configuration under investigation. Knowing the eccentricity ratio and

the attitude angle for the i'th segment allows computing the S dynamic coeffi-

ci dents for the segment: (Kxx) t, (Kx ) , p..... (uCyy, from the analysis descrt

previously. Combining the n segments results in the 8 dyna•tc coefficients fa

L the complete bearing as follows:
n

[ K mEl [K 1cos2*4 K sin2* - (K ,+ Ky) cos* air#~

"K 2i n [K ]2
xy T- XY og ' sin * + (Kxx K 2yy cost sit#n2

K m1 i.E [K YXcos'*- K, 2Ysi + (K xx- K y cos* sit#K~

n

K y nil~ [K ,)co*2*+ K x sin'$r + (K ,Y + K y coo* air*

The equations for uC xx, wXCxy aCyx and mC are the same by simply replacing

K with wC in the four equations above.

It is evident that the segments in general are not centrally loaded. Hence, .
the partial bearing data given in this handbook are to be used for calculatinr
the dynamic coefficients of a multi-groove or multi-lobe bearing certain assul
tions are required. First, for the particular eteady-state operaSting conditia
the eccentricity ratio and the attitude angle for each segment must be known

(e.g. fronr Refs. 3 or 4). Thereby the load line for each segment is also know
and the angle *i should be measured to this line instead of the bisecting line

as used before. Next, the load line divides the segment into tao arcs which
normally are unequal. Multiply the smallest arc by two and use this arc lengt

as the effective partial bearing arc for the segment. If the load line is out,

side the segment disregard the segment. With the obtained values of eccentric:
racio and effective arc length enter the appropriate chart from Fig. A-3 to A-!

read off the Sommerfeld number and use the corresponding ciart from Figs. B-17
to B-34 to determine the 8 dynamic coefficients for the segment. Repeat this

procedure for each segment and, finally, compute the overall dynamic coefficiw

for the complete bearing from the equations given above.
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b. Liguid Lubricant. Turbulent Fi-n

The condition of the flow in the bearing film, whether laminar or turbulent,

is determined by the Reynolds number:

Re w

where:

D - Journal diameter, inch

C - radial clearance, inch

N - rotor speed, IPS

p - lubricant viscosity, lbe.ec/in
2 4

P - mass density of lubricant, lbs.soc /in

When Re C l000thtfils is laminar. For higher Reynolds number the film become

turbulent.

The dynamic bearing coefficients are given for three different bearing types

operating in the turbulent flow regime: the plain cylindrical bearing, the

100 degree partial bearing, the 4-shoe tilting pad bearing and the 3-shoe tilt-

Sing pad bearing. The data are summarized in design charts, see Figs. 5-56 to

B-93. Apart from the Reynolds number the dimensionless parameter are the same..

as for ,.e laminar film data.

c. Gas Lubricant. Hydrodynamic Bearing

When the lubricant is compressible the Somerfald number is no longer adequate

as the governing .design parameter. Instead, the compressibility number A is

used:
A-a

P
a

where:
P Ambient pressure, psia

,a

and the other symbols are defined on Page 27 . In addition, one more parameter

is necessary. It can either be the eccentricity ratio c or the dimensionless

bearing load W/P LD (note: Sommerfeld number S - A/(12x • W/P LD) ). In the
a a

present design charts for the dynamic bearing coefficients the. chosen perameters

are A and e. The relationship between A, a and W/P8 LD is shown in Figs. A-12

to A-14.
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[ The dynamic coefficients are given in dimensionless form:

P LD P LD PaLD P LD

P LD P LD P LD P LD

L Hence, when the bearing dimensions, the load, the rotor speed and the gas viaco

are known the compressibility number, A, and the dimensionless load can he compqr ntering Figs. A-12 to A-14 the corresponding value of the eccentricity ratio cA
be found. With this value and the value of A the dynamic coefficients can be

[. determined from Figs. B-94 to B-109. Repeating the calculations for several spi

allows determining the coefficients over the complete speed range. They can tN

be used in calculating the unbalance response and the critical speeds of the rem

bearing system.

When the lubricant is a gas the dynamic coefficients &re actually a f, nction of

L the whirl frequency in addition to depending on A and a. In the present case f

whirl frequency is set equal to the rotational speed of the journal. This ma

that the design charts are only valid for calculations involving synchronous wh

i.e. unbalance response ana critical speeds.

d. Gas Lubricant. Hydrostatic Beartna

Whereas all the previously considered bearing, types are self-acting and rely

[ on the viscous pump effect (hydrodynamic effect) for generating their load caps

the hydrostatic gas bearing is pressurized from an external source (a compressc

or a bottle). Therefore, the presentation of design data for the hydrostatic

bearing requires a new set of deaign parameters. These parameters are:

Length-to-diameter: D - { for admission

2 for double plane admission

Restrictor coefficient: A -
'a5

SSupply pressure ratio: Ps/P
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Feeder hole volume ratio: ;V.c/WDLC

whore: D - Journal diameter, inch

2D. Journal radius, inch

L - Bearing length, inch

C - Radial clearance, inch

L - Distance between admission planes, inch

L2 - L-L1' Combined length outside admission planes, inch

P - Ambient pressure, petsa
P - Supply pressure, psis

a - Orifice radius, inch

d - Feeder hole diameter, inch

N - Total number of feeder holes (in the design charts N is used
in the place of N)

Vc - Volume of feeder hole below orifice, in3

- Gas constant, in2/se2o
T - Total temperature, 0 R

11 - Gas viscosity, lbe.sec/in2

8 - a2 /dC, Inherent compensation factor

(for detailb, see Fig. 10)

Instead of 8 coefficients as for a hydrodynamic bearing the hydrostatic bearing

has only two coefficients: a spring coefficient K and a damping coefficient B.

They are given in dimensionless form:

Dimensionless stiffness: 1+282l4 Z 82 P " e D

3
B

Dimensionless damping:
C )

where:
K - Spring coefficient, lbs/in

B - Damping coefficient, Ibs.sec/in

The hydrostatic gas journal bearing is a plain cylindrical bearing provided with

feeder hole* for admission of the pressurized gas. The feeder holes may be

arranged in one or two planes, denoted as single plane or double plane admission.

S,70
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The feeder holes are flow restricted by means of an orifice and some restrLctiou

may also tak.e place in the "curtain area" between the rvi of the feeder hole amD&

the journal surface. The latter area is equal to xdC whereas the area of the
2 2orifice is Xa2. The ratio between the two areas is: 5 a a /dC which, therefore,£" gives an indication of where the major part of the flon. restriction takes place.:

The restrictor coefficient A gives the ratio between the flow resistance of the

bearing film and the flow resistance of fhe feeder holes. If the film resistana

is very small (A -"0) the pressure in the gas film becomes equal to ambient and;
5r, the bearing has no stiffness or load carrying capacity. On the other hand, if tb

film resistance becomes very high or the feeder hole resistance is very small

(A,-*) the pressure downstream of-all the feeder holes will cqual the supply

pressure and again the bearing has no stiffness. There is, therefore, an optimo[ value of the restrictor ratio, approximately given by:

r A .5 to .7

Under this condition the stiffness is a maxi-um.

The restrictor coefficient together with the supply pressure ratio are the con-[ trolling design parameters for a hydrostatic bearing. However, in considering

the bearing damping a third one enters namely, the feeder hole volume ratio. 11T[ parameter gives the ratio 'between the volume contained in all the feeder holes

and the volume of the gas film. It affects the time lag between the flow and[E pessure when the journal performs dynamic motions. The value of the parameter

should in general be less than .05 to .1 to minimize the bearings susceptibility

[ E to pneumatic hammer instability.

For given bearing dimensions and lubricant r erties the controlling design pat

meters may be computed and Figs. B-110 to B- can be entered to determine the[ stiffness and damping of the hydrostatic bearing. The values given for the drip

ing coefficient assume that the vibratory frequency is not too large.

In an actual application the journal rotation superimposes hydrodynamic pressure
on the hydrostatic pressure. This effect, usually denoted as the hybrid bearink

effect, has been ignored in the present design charts. The effect is normally

small. 71
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VI

THE STALILITY OF A ROTOR-BEARING 5YbFEM

)tscussion

A rotor supported in fluid film bearings is susceptible to an it stability known

as fraLtionalfrequency whirl ("oil whip"). The instability mechanism derives

from the hydrodynamic action in the bearing film where, at a certain disturbance

frequency value, the film looses its damping ability. This instability frequency

is an inherent property of the film and depends on the operating conditions of

the bearing. It i normally expreased by its ratio with respect to the rotational

speed. Thus, if the frequency is denoted as v radians/sec and the angular rotor

speed is c radians/sec the frequency ratio is v/w which is dimensionless. The

value of the ratio is a function of the eccentricity ratio C (hence, also of the

Sommerfeld Number S). For high eccentricity ratios most liqui& lubricated bear-

ings are stable such that is zero or non-existent for approximately C > .8 As

C decreases increases rapidly and levels off with a value of .5 for all 6 < .6

to .7. Hence, hydrodynamic instability is also called fractional frequency

whirl or "half-frequency whirl".

For disturbance frequencies less than the instability value the effective fluid

film damping is negative becoming positive for frequencies higher than the in-

stability frequency. If the rotor-bearing system is disturbei away from its

equilibrium, it will seek to whirl with its lowest resonant frequency. When the

resonant frequency is higher than the bearings inherent instability frequency the

disturbance will die out and the system is stable. On the other hand, if the

resonant frequency is less than the instability frequency the negative film damp-

ing will cause the initial disturbance to grow and the system is unstable. There-

fore, the threshold between stability and instability is determined by the re-

f quirement that the instability frequency equals the system resonant frequency.
1.

The resonant frequency of the rotor-bearing system depends on the flexibility of

I. the rotor, the stiffness of the bearings and the mass of the rotor. Thus, to

define the threshold of instability by means of general design charts requires
L_ that both the rotor and bearing parameters are included. In the present design

[ charts, the rotor is assumed to be rigid so that the rotor mass is the only rotor
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parameter. The additional effact of rotor flexibility and support tLexibility

can be estimated by calculations as demonstrated later.

Use of the Design Charts iI
The design data for the instability threshold are given in Figs. C-1 to C-17

covering a wide selection of bearing types.

a. Liquid Lubricant. Lamtnar FgIlm

Figs. C-1 to C-7 apply to bearing types with an incompressible lubricant and a

laminar film. As a function of the Sommerfeld number 8 (defined on page 27 )

the curves give the dimensionless critical rotor mass: I
Dimensionless Critical Rotor Mass - VOW -

where: D - Journal diameter, inch

R - D, Journal radius, inch
2

L - Bearing length, inch II
C - RaWi~l clearance, inch

i - Lubricant viscosity, lbs.sec/in2

W - Bearing load, lbs.

M - Rtor mass per bearing, lbs.sec2 /in [I
The rotor mass per bearing may be computed as:

[,'(Distance from bearini to CG of rotorl lbs.scc2  [
M = (Rotor span between bearings) J (Total rotor mass, in i

Thus, if the rotor is hcrizontal and gravity is the only radial load, then:

M = U (horizontal rotor, gravity load)

where: g - 386 in/sec2 [2

T'he procedure for determining the threshold speed is then: calculate the di-

mensionless rotor mass according to the equation given above. Enter the appro-

priate design chart and read off the corresponding value of the Sommerfeld
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number. The speed corresponding Lo this Somerfeld number is the threshold speed,

i.e. the rotor speed at onset of instability. If the operating speed is higher

than the threshold speed the design must be revised.

The charts assume the rotor ;-nd the pedestals to be rigid. However, the threshold

speed wiLh a flexible rotor and flexible pedestals can be calculated on the basis
of the given design charts. Let the stiffness of the bearing support be K 'be

The ee in
and the stiffness of the rotor K The letter stiffness can be taken as

the lateral stiffnes, of the rotor by itself when a force is applied at the CG.

Make the two stiffness values dimensionless:

CK CK

r W s W

and introduce the parmeter:

K -K
km. r SY+ i

r s

Note, that if the rotor is rigid:

k - Ks (rigid rotor, flexible pedestal)

whereas for a flexible rotor but rigid pedestals:

k - K (flexible rotor, rigid pedestals)
I r

Next, choose a value S of the Soamerfeld number and find the corresponding value

of the dimensionless rotor mass from the design charts. Denote this value as

0. Define a dimensionless effective bearing stiffness by:

KB

Then the dimensionless critical rotor mass for the flexible rotor and the flexible

pedestal, corresponding to the selected Somnerfeld number value, becomes:

ILDL( X)R2 ii k+K B

flex.redest.

7
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Repeating the procedure for several values of the Souierfeld number defines a

new curve for the dimensionless critical rotor ases. Entering this curve with

the originally calculated value of the dimensicnless rotor maes determines the

Sommrfeld number and, hence, the rotor speed at the threshold of instability.

No instability design charts are given for the tilting pad beariag. All the de-

sign data for the dynamic coefficients of the tilting pad bearing assume that the

pivoted shoes have no mass inertia a•d under that condition the tilting pad bear-

ing is inherently stable. In practi4, of course, the shoes will have some L
inertia but as long as the phase anglj between the shoe motion and the journal

motion is less than 90 degrees the b aring will be stable. The condition under

which the phase angle becomes equal 1 o 90 degrees can be determined from Figs.

B-37 to B-48. Here the dimensionless critical shoe inertia, labeled "Critical I
Mass" on the curves, is plotted against the Sonmerfeld number. It is. expressed
by: Cwmcrit t

b: Dimensionless Critical Shoe Inertia - [pDL 21

where:22

Mcrit - I/R 2, lbs.sec2 /,n

I - Mass moment of inertia of a shoe around a •ongitudinal __

axis passing through the pivot, lbs.in.seci

IRt Journal radius! inch[

The other symbols are defined on Page 27.

Hence, in checking the stability of the tilting pad bearing calculate the V
dimensionless shoe inertia, entex\ the design charts and read off the corres-

ponding value of the Sommerfeld nd~ber. This value should be greater than I
the operating Sommerfeld number.

b. iquid Lubricant. Turbulent Film '

Figs. C-8 to C-14 apply to the plain cylindrical and the 100 degree partial

bearing with an incompressible lubricant and a turbulent film. The curves

give the dimensionless critical rotor mass as a function of the Soumerfeld

number S for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The procedure for using the
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"charts is completely analogous to the procedure described above for the laminar

- film bearings with the exception that the dependency of the Reynolds number

on the rotor speed must be included. The Reynolds number is defined by:

Re -

1. (for symbols, see Page 27). N is the speed in RPS ind is also a factor in

the Sommerfeld number:

S INDL b

Hence, in using Figs. C-8 to C-14 compute first the dimensionless rotor mass

I. (see Page 202 ), enter one of the charts and read off the corresponding Somer-

feld number. Based ou this value calculate the -otor speed and the Reynolds

number. If the obtained value of the Reynolds number differs s3gnificari,.ly

from the ReynoldO number for which the chart is valid repeat the procedure until

f. both the Sommerf•id number and the Reynolds number yield the same rotor speed.

The resulting value of the rotor speed is the speed on the threshold of in-

I stability.

c. Gas Lubricant, Hydrodynamic Bearing

SFor the gas lubricated bearing the design parameters are:

Compressibility number: A =- p (_)2

a

Dimensionless bearing load: P LD a
a

Dimensionless critical rotor mass -

I&L()

where:

" N - Rotor speelp RPS

Pa - Aubient T essure, psia

and the other symbols are defined on Page 27. The rotor mass per bearing, H,

[. is determined as out ,ined on Page 202.
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1

Figs. C-15 to C-17 apply to the stability of the plaLn cylindrical gas bearing

for three values of the length-to-diameter ratio. The rotor and the bearing

pedestals are assumed to be rigid. To use the charts compute the dimensionless

bearing load and the dimensionless rotor mass, enter the appropriate figure and

read off the value of the compressibility number A. From this value calculate N

which is then the rotor speed at the threshold of instability. The rotor-bearing

should not be designed to or-erate beyond the threshold speed.

If the rotor and the bearing pedestals are flexible the threshold speed is lowered.
lbs lbs

Let the pedestal stiffness be K -ln and the rotor stiffness K -ln as discussed
s in r in

on Page 203L Make the two values dimesionless:

CK CK- r
r P LD s PaID

and compute the dimensionless, combined rotor-support stiffness:

km. -

K K

r s

For the given dimensionless bearing load choose a value of A and read off the

corresponding value of the dimensionless critical rotor sms from the design chart.

Call this value H0 . Define a dimensionless effective bearing stiffuess as: [
KL

KB 582- Mo

Then the dimensionless critical rotor mass for the flexible rotor with the flexi- [.

ble pedestal can be calculated from:

HP2~~5 a k2L(;Z) 5 k+IB o
L flex. rotor

flex. pedest. I
By repeating the procedure for several A-values a new design curve is obtained.

Entering this curve with the originally calculated value for the dimensionless

rotor mass determines the value of the compressibility number and, hence, the
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F
rotor speed at the threshold of instability.

If the desired operating speed is above the calculated threshold speed, it is

necessary either to revise the design, or if this is insufficient, to go to

another bearing type such as the tilting pad bearing or the hydrostatic gas

bearing. The latter bearing type is considered below. For the tilting pad

bearing no design data are available for stutying its stability. However, as

long as the mass inertia of the shoes is small the tilting pad bearing is

inherently stable. An estimate of the critical value for the shoe mass inertia

can be obtained from the design curves for an incompressible lubricant given

in Figs. B-37 to B-48 when the proper bearing dimensions and gas lubrLcant

properties are used.

d. Gas Lubricant, Hydrostatic Bearing

When the speed of a rotor supported in hydrostatic gas bearings becomes suffici,

high the hydrodynamic lubrication action in the bearings starts to be signLfici

A hydrostatic bearing operating under these conditions is called the hybrid gas

bearing. Due to the hydrodynamic action the hybrid bearing is susceptible to

fractional frequency whirl ("hybrid instability"). Only limited design data &I

available on hybrid instability (see Ref.19) and because of their incompletenem

[ they are not included in the present report. However, it is possible to give ,

simple rule for obtaining an approximate estimate of the threshold speed, name,

Threshold Speed - (1.6 to 2) • (1st Critical Speed with purely Hydrostatic Bea3

In calculating the 1st critical speed the hydrostatic bearing stiffness obtains

from Figs. B-11O to B-124 should be used. Since the rotor for a gas bearing al

cation is almost always rigid the critical speed may be computed from the

equations given on Page 235.

Besides hybrid instability the hydrostatic bearing may experience another form

j of instability called pneumatic hammer. This instability is in most cases in-

dependent of the rotor speed and is, therefore, basically associated with the

[ design of the bearing. It derives its eliergy from the supply pressure and is

analogous to the action in pneumatic tools. A design of a hydrostatic gas beaw

ing can be checked for pneumatic hammer by means of the design charts for the
207
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dimensionless damping, Figs. B-111 to 3-124. WbIene-er the damping is negative

the bearing 13 unstable. Hence, to use the charts for the purpose of checking

stability calculate the restrictor coefficient A5 , the supply pressure ratio

Ps/Pa (see Page 69) and enter the design charts to determine if the damping is

negative. If this is the case the design must be modified or the bearing may be

made" inherently compensated (i.e. the feeder holes are not provided with orifice

rest rictors).
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P-1 CRITICAL SPE;PS LO RESPONSE OF A ROTOR-,,ARING SYSTEM

The rotor-bearing system is a dynamic system which possesses both inertia, Li

fiexibility and damping. The rotor itself is an elastic beam of variable c€oss-

section and with a variable mass distribution. The fluid film bearings are rep-

resented by a set of 8 lirear coefficienits: spring and damping coefficients, and

the pedestals may also be flexible and have inertia. In this way the overall

system may be represented as shown in Fig.12. A more detailed representation f
of the bearing coefficients is shown in Fig. 13.

The very complex system made up of the rotor, its bearings atid its supporting Li

structure possesses a large number of resonant frequencies. If any of these t
resonances are excited in the operating speed range large amplitudes ray build

up and prevent further operation of the machine. This is clearly illustrated t
in Fig. 2 where t!.e amplitude of the journal in the bearings becomes very large

upon encountering a resonance in the pedestal structure at approximately

24,000 RPM. Not only is this amplitude too large from a safety point of view

but the resonant condition also makes it much more difficult to balance the unit.

Even though, as illustrated by the above example, other resonances may be im-

portant the most pronounced resonances are in general the critical speeds of

the rotor-bearing system. They are excited by the unbalance in the rotor

and the amplitude is only limited by the amount of damping present

in the bearings. It is, however, evident that if the bearings have too much

damping they vIll behave as if they were rigid and,thus, would be unable to

dissipate any energy from the rotor motion. Consequently, the rotor amplitude

would be very large.

To calculate the critical speeds and the unbalance amplitude response for an

arbitr~ry rotor configuration supported in fluid film bearinpwith 8 dynamic

coefficients requires a computer program. In such a program the rotor itself

is approximated by a number of discrete masses connected by flexible, weightless

shaft sections, see Fig. 12. The shaft sections have the samp stiffness as in

the actual rotor and the actual mass distribution is appzoximated by the discrete

masses. The idealized rotor can be brought to represent the actual one with
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as close an accuracy as desired by choosing a arge n=m mass stations. 1•

values of the bearing coefficients to be used the --: _ions can be obtainO

from the design charts given in this report, see Fi. B-I to B-124.

Although accurate calculations require a computer program it is stMll desirable

to have information available from which the critical ape is and the unbalance

response can be estimated. Such information is especially valuable when comparl

different bearing types and their influence on the performance of the rotor-beal

ing system. The design charts in Figs. D-1 to D-40 have been prepared for this

purpose.

Use og the Desimn Charts

The design charts are based on a simple rotor model, namely a rotor consisting

of two heavy discs on a flexible shaft and supported in two similar fluid film

bearings. The rotor is symmetric about its midspan and the unbalance is intro-

duced by letting the two masses be eccentric by a distance 8 inch:

ee

K ' K laC ring
filmKXK yx 1 yy~rY Y I -'

The chosen rotor model can also be used to represent a rotor with a single cents

mass. Hence, the results are equally valid for both rotor configurations.

The rotor stiffness i1 :xpressed by means of influence coefficients. Thus, 01

is the rotor deflection at the location of the first disc due to a force of 1 1I

at the same location. Similarly, a1 2 is the deflection at disc no. I caused by

1 lbs force at the location of disc no. 2. Due to the imposed symmetry of the

rotor the influence coefficient a 22 at disc no.2 equals a 11  Introduce the

definitions:

a - {a,, U •12 (1st critical speed)

Tall a1 2  (2nd critical speed)

1f (let critical speed)

see Fig. above (2nd critical Speed)
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The dimensionless design parmneters used in the charts are:

Somrfeld number: S 8

Rotor flexibility paramter: p 2

Speed ratio: 9
a)
n

Normalized rotor amplitude: A

where:

D Journal diameter, inch

R - D, Journal radius, inch
2

L Bearing length, inch

C Radial clearance, inch

N Rotor speed, RPS
2N Mass of one disc lbs.sec /in

W/ Bearing reaction, lbs.

x Max. whirl amplitude at location of the discs, inch

5 Eccentricity of CC of the discs, inch

- 21, N, angular rotor speed, radians/sec

w Cxitical angular speed of rotor in rigid bearings, radians/sac
n

The rigid bearing critical speeds can be expressed as:

which gives both the first and the second critical speed (rigid bearings) dependl

on the value used for a . The unbalance induced by giving the discs the eccent,

ricity 8 is such that for the first critical speed the discs are displaced in th

same direction (static unbalance) and for the second critical speed the dis-

placements are in opposite directions (dynamic unbalance).

To apply the design. charts to an actual rotor-bearing system it is necessary to

know the values of the rotor flexibility parameter p and the rigid bearing critt

speeds wn" However, an accurate calculation of an n especially for the second
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'I
ji [ critical speed, is not readily atcomplished for an arbitrary rotor gsometry wit$

access to a computer program. On the other hand, if a computer program is avail

L anyway the design charts would be of little value in investigating a particular

rotor-bearing system. Instead, the purpose of the design charts is to msake it

El possible to compare various bearing types witi regard to their influence on the

critLical speeds and the unbalance response. Hence, for using the design charts

r Cit is not necessary to have accurate values for the rotor flexibility parameter

and the critical speeds of the rigidly supported rotor. On this basis the resul

[ obtained from the charts will give relative values.

Tco investigate a particular rotor its total mass and mass moraent of inertia ardi

a transverse axis through the CG should be computed. Denote the total mass as

and the msass moment of inertia as I. Set:

S~where:[hre Rotor span between bearings, inch

Evaluate the rotor influence coefficientsa 1 and 312 with respect to positioa

[on either side of the CG, i.e. position I at a distance ½ to the left of

the CG and position 2 at the same distance to the right of the CG. In this

way a becomes known and together with the values of H and • found previousl

the necessary information is available to compute p and toa

Since the fluid film bearings are represented by 8 dyt.amic coefficients the

[ effective bearing stiffness in the horizontal direction differs from the effect

stiffness in the vertical direction. Hence, there will be two relative resona

[. associated with each crt.Lical speed of the rotor-bearing system. At each of t'
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two resonances the whirl amplitude of the rotor has a relative maximm. The lowest

resonance is denoted as 'Winor" and the highest resonance is denoted 0a t "ajor"

on the design charts. Which of the two resonances is actually the wost pronounced

can be found from thbe design charts, Figs. D-21 to D-40. However, the speed ransg

between the minor and the major resonances should in general be expected to yield

relatively large whirl amplitudes such that in the actual application the systim

critical speeds will appear as broad amplitude peaks.

The design charts are arranged in two groups: Figs. D-1 to D-20 giving the critical

speeds and Figs. D-21 to D-40 giving the corresponding amnplitudes. Iach chart

covers a wide variation in the rotor flexibility parameter p and for each value of

P there are two curves labeled "Minor" and "Major" as explained above. The

abscissa for the curves is the Sommerfeld number S defined previously.

In Figs. D-1 to D-20 the ordinate gives the value of the speed ratio at the

minor and major resonances associated with the critical speeds. The cdarts apply

to both the first and the second critical speeds but such that the value of Ut and,

hence, the values of p and w are different depending which critical speed is in-

vestigated. When p and u are computed the critical speed resonances can be de-n
termined as the intersections between the appropriate design curves and the

function:

Sm

The two corresponding values of the Sommerfeld number can be used directly to

enter the proper design charts of Figs. D-21 to D-40 and read off the normalized

rotor amplitude . x is the rotor amplitude as shown in the Fig. on Page 231.

Since in an actual application the unbalance is not known (i.e. the magnitude

of 5 is unknown) the ratio should be considered as an amplication factor which

indicates the rotors sensitivity to unbalance. Wben P and cn correspond to the

first critical speed the applied unbalance is a static unbalance whereas for the

second critical speed the unbalance is a dynamic unbalance.

When the rotor is very stiff (i.e.p - 0), which is usually the case in gas bear-

ing machinery, the two first critical speeds (tae rigid body modes, see Page 14)
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can be calculated from the equation:II

[ I 2

[ 2 + ~ (2_ 2 + radians

where: 2 K 1 +K 2  radians 2

K A 2 + K2 2  2
2 1 1 2 radians

--

1' c (I- I+P) (c)2

h '(-K 1: 1  + K 2) 2 radians
4

Ct t(I - IP) sec4

and:

K1 ,K2  Bearing stiffness, lbs/in[,A 2 Distances from bearings to CG of rotor, inch

." Mt Total mass of rotor, lbs.sec 2/in

I Transverse rotor mass moment of inertia around CG, lbs.in.sec2

.. Ip Polar rotor mass moment of inertia, lbs.in.sec2

[(see: Timoshenko:"Vibration Problems in Engineering", D. Van Nostrand Co.N.1

[_ When the supporting bearings are hydrostatic gas bearings the bearing stiffnessea

K1 and K2 can be found directly from Figs. B-110 to B-122. For hydrodynamic gao

[• bearings and hydrodynamic bearings in general the 8 dynamic coefficients can be

determined from Figs. B-I to B-10 9 . The corresponding bearing stiffness to be

used with the above equation can either be taken in the approximate form:

[K 1 K2" (xx + yy)
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or, if both the minor and the major resonances are desiredt

for the minor resonance: K *4 K

for the major resonance: K K
xx

A more exact equation can be expressed as:

1I
- (K - Kyy) (wcXX- wCv,) + _(1yCUC + K MeS

2 (K +x KJ AA

(minus corresponds to the mrnor rer--ince, plus to the major resonance)

vhere A is the positive, real sr --on of:

A 4 + [ K.%, 2yy• +K K- y 1 (C. 0,4,)/..WC c ]cA1
4 xx y xy yx 4y XYx -

- K-K )• C - cC + 1 (K qWC -+ K coaC " 1 o
4(xx YY xx yy" 2 XyV YX YxXY
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DESIGN CRARTS FOR

CRITICAL SPEEDS AND RISPV�SE OF A ROTOR-SEARING SYSTEI
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b. Unbalance Response
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VIIl

NI-UMICAL IXA/PLES

Three numerical examples are given to illustrate the use of the design charts.

For this purpose three different rotor-bearing systems have been selected: one

configuration where the rotor is flexible and the bearings are oil lubricated,

and two configurations with a rigid rotor where the bearings in one case operate

with a turbulent film and in the second case the bearings are gas lubricated.

The configurations are chosen to be typical rather than representing any parti-

cular application. The calculations are concerned with the dynamics of the

systems: the dynamic bearing coefficients, the critical speeds and the stability.

The steady-state performance is in general not considered.

a. Flexible Rotor. Laminar Bearini Film

An electrical motor is mounted on a shaft between two bearings. The motor drives

a pump wheel which is overhung at one end:

125 Ibs.

S28" 4 4

The following data are given: 1 2

Total rotor weight: 155 lbs.

Bearing reactions: 60 ibs.and 95 lbs.

Bearing span: 28 inch

Shaft diameter: 1 inch

Youngs modulus for shaft: 3 lO lbs/in2

Design speed: 5,000 RPM,

Journal bearing type: 4-axial groove bearings

Bearing diameter: D - 1 inch

Bearing length: L - 0.5 inch

280
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Radial clearance: C - 0.001 inch

SOil: SAS 10 at 1200?
Oil viscosity: I - 24 centipoise - . 10"6 lbs.sac/n2

Oil density: p - 0.0307 lbs/in 3 7.95 * 10- lbs.sec2 /in 4

It is desired to investigate the critical speeds, the unbalance response and the

stability of the given rotor-bearing system to determine if the performance of thf

system is satisfactory with the selected rotor and bearing dimensions.

For analysis purposes the rotor can be considered to consist of two masses: the

pump wheel with a weight of 30 lbs. and the motor rotor, weighing 125 lbs. with
2a transverse mass moment of inertia of 6,940 lbs.in and a polar moment of inertia

2
of 260 lbs.in . The shaft is 1 inch in diameter with dimensions as shown in the

figure.

Consider first the stiffness of the rotor. The rotor has three degrees-of-freedoo

namely the amplitude xI of the motor rotor, the amplitude x2 of the pimp wheel

I and the angular displacement B of the motor rotor. Let the three quantities be

identified by subscript 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and let a denote an influence

coefficientsuchthata 22 means the shaft deflection at the wheel due to a 1 lb.

force at the same position. Similarly, a23 means the deflection at the wheel due

to a 1 lb.in. moment at the CG of the motor rotor. From standard beam formilas

(See: R.J. Roark: "Formulas for Stress and Strain", McGraw-Hill Book Co., New ¥or

the values of the influence coefficients are determined to be:
-6in. 106 in -1s

a11 - 7.24 10 lbs a12  - 8.15" 10-lbs a _ 3 = 0 lbs

-6 -077 .16 - -6 ridij=

-2.0 loiIbs'e2lh

a22" 28.05 10 lbs a 23 l -0.771 •s lO" , a 3 3 " 0.0223 " 10 lbs.in.

The values are basedonaYoung's modulus of 3 • 10l7 bs/in2 and a cross-sectional

shaft moment-of inertia of 0.0491 in 4, corresponding to a 1 inch diameter. The

[ three inertias become:

mass of motor rotor - 125/386 - 0.324 lbs.sec 2/in[ mass of pump wheel - 30/386 - 0.0777 lbs.sec 2 /in
mass moment of inertia of motor rotor - (6,940-270)/386 - 17.3 lbs.in.eec 2
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The equations of notion become:

"x a -a11 .0.324. x1 - 12 0.0777 . x2 -ca13 " 17.3 a

X2 " -2 0.324 1 '22 0.0777 V 2 "23 . 17.3 0

a - -al3- 0.324 . x - 23 0.0777 . x2 - '33 17.3

radisan
where x1 means the x1- acceleration, ez.. Let the rotor speed be w sec

whereby %= -0 x1 , etc., and substitute the previously derived values for the

influence coefficients to Set:

(2.345 . 2  10- 6) xl - 0.633 . 2 . a 0

-2.64 . 2 x + (2.18 106) x2 . 13.33 . 2V - 0

-0.0599 .w 2 + (0.386 .w -106) 0 - 0

From the last equation:

0.0599 2
0.386 . - 10 6 12

in which case the determinant for the xI - x2 - equations can be written:

106
(2.345 - W ) -0.633

-2.64 (2.18 - 106 -13.33 0.05996
2 (0.336 0

By trial and error the two lowest solutions for o become:

let rotor resonance: w - 524 rad - 5,000 UKsee

rad2nd rotor resonance: cD - 865 - - 8,250 ml

These resonances will be lowered due to the effect of the flexibility of the

bearing film. To get an estimate of this effect it may be noted that the first

of the two rotor resonances basically corresponds to the resonance of the motor

rotor on the shaft. Hence, with a mass of 0.324 lbs.sec2 /in. the total rotor
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stiffness yielding a frequency of 524 izIians/sec becomes 86,000 lbs/In. Since

the design charts consider the rotor to be symsetric with half the rotor mass

assigned to each of the two bearings the rotor stiffness to be used in the charts

should be taken as half of the total stiffness value, ise.:

S- 43,000lbs
r in

The effective influence coefficient c (see page231) becomes:

a - - 2.325 . 10-5 in
K lbsr

and the rotor mass per bearing is 0.162 lbs.sec 2/in.

The bearings are oil lubricated and are of the 4-axial groove type. The journal

diameter is: D - 1 inch and the bearing length is: L - 0.5 in. The radial

clearance is: C - 0.001 inch and the oil is SAN 10 at 120 7 with:

Viscosity: g - 24 centipoise - 3.5 . 10.6 lbs.sec/in2

Density: P - 0.0307 lbs/in3 w 7.95 . 10.5 lbs.sec 2/in4

With a bearing load of: W - 62.5 lbs the So nerfeld number becomes:
S a 1 3.5 . 10"6. N. 1. 0.5 0.5-2 -3

62.5 - 7 . 0 . N

To determine the first critical speed use Fig. D-3. With w - 524 redSn sec
the relationship between the Somerfeld Number and the speed ratio is:

S - 0.585

n

The rotor flexibility parameter is:

62.5 . 2.325 . 105n
0.001 1.45

Plot the curve of S versus %on Fig. D-3 and determine the intersections with

the curves corresponding to the calculated P-value:

for major resonance: - 0.98 , S - 0.573

n

for minor resonance: % - 0.88 , S - 0.515
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The corres~ponding response is found from Fig. D-23 as:

for major resonance: -- 78

for minor resonance: - 23

Hence the minor resonance is the most pronounced and the first critical speed

of the system becomes (in approximation):

lst critical speed - 5,000 . 0.88 - 4,400 RPM

The second critical speed is predominantly controlled by the overhung pump wheel

and actually the design charts do not apply to this case. However, it is close

enough to the first critical. speed that the same reduction factor can be used

so that:

2nd critical speed - 8,250 . 0.88 - 7,300 RPM

The above calculations are only approximate and should be checked by more elabor-

ate methods such as a computer program. For this purpose it is necessary to

know the dynamic bearing coefficients. From the figure on page 2 80 the bearing

reactions are found to be:
W4

for left hand bearing: W - 60 lbs. i.e., - - 6 . 104 lbs/in
C

for right hand bearing: W - 95 lbs. i.e., - 9.5 . 10 lbs/in

At 4,400 RPM the Sommerfeld Number becomes:

for left hand bearing: S - 0.535

for right hand bearing: S - 0.338

Using Figs. B-5 and B-6 the dynamic coefficients can be computed:

for left hand bearing
5 bs = 1.8 10O5 lb, b,58 1 b

K - 2.46 . 105 - K 18 in l y " 2,400 'K 3.8 . 10 a
xx in' xy in' y in' yy in

C 430 lbs.sec C - -195 lbs. sec C 4.2 lbs.sec C 10.4 lbs.sec
xx in xy in ' yx in ,yy in
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for rinht hand be4rini

S -4.65. lO5 lb1 i0 5 lb
"" 1 'be, K 3.0 16,000 'be

yxi n YX in
Kyy 'V 1.06 1 05 inb-"

lbs.sec - - bs.e_ c -5 .2 2.1 ec
C Cxx in C xy in C " in C in

Theme values can be used directly as input to a computer program for calculating

[ the detailed unbalance response of the rotor-bearing system and to check the

stability at the selected speed. If the response or the stability is investi-

f gated at other speeds the above procedure can be repeated to obtain the value of

the bea"ing coefficients at the new speed.

The stability of the rotor-bearing system cma also be investigated by meens of

the present design charts. Since it is found above that the lowest resonance

(the first critical speed) is basically governed by the motor rotor mass, the

mass per bearing is set equal to : M - 0.162 lbs.sec 2/in and the rotor stiffness

is 4- 43,000 Ibs . The corresponding bearing load is: W - 62.5 lbs. Compute

{ the dimensionless rotor mass parameter:

{V o .0 .162 . 62.5 0.23
gDL(ý2 -3.5 . 10-6. 1.0.5 . (0.5 . 103)2

From Fig. C-2 the corresponding So merfeld Number is: S - 0.94 which yields a

[ speed of: N - 134 UPS - 8,040 RPM. This is the speed at the threshold of

instability if the rotor is rigid. However, since the rotor is flexible the
actual threshold speed will be lower. Following the procedure outlined on page •*

203 the reduction due to the rotor flexibility may be computed as given below:

CK l__._43 000k - .0O. -0.688
w 62.5"-i

from Fig. C-2:

N, RPS Mofrrsa 0J 2  
._k/(k + KB)

100 0.7 0.355 0.6085 0.259
117 0.82 0.28 0.521 0.211
134 0.94 0.23 0.461 0.178
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The last column gives the modified dimensionless rotor mass parmter as a

function of Somerfeld number. With the above calculated mass parmitter of 0.23

the Somaierfeld number at the threshold of instability becomes: S - 0.78 uhich

corresponds to a speed of:

Speed at threshold of instability - 111 1PS - 6,650 RLP

Returning to the previously calculated response at the first critical speed:

E - 23 an estimate can be made of the level of balance required for the motor

rotor. Let the maximum tolerated rotor displacement be: x - 0.0005 in. The

eccentricity of the motor rotor is b and may be expressed as:

(Unbalance. lbs.in.) Unbalance
(Rotor weight, lbs) 125

Thus:

Max. unbalance - 125 .. •- 125. 0.0005 2 0.0027 lbs.in = 0.043 os.inch

The required balance level of the pump wheel cannot be analyzed by means of the

design charts. For this purpose a computer program may be applied. However, the

calculations performed above indicate that the maim unbalance of the pump

wheel should not exceed approximately 0.01 oz.in.

Finally, the operating speed of the unit is 5,000 1A1. Computing the corresponding

Soumerfeld number the bearing eccentricity ratio can be determined from Fig. A-I

and the friction power loss can be estimated from the equation given on page 24 :

S C in. Film Thickness. inch Power Loss, UP
Left hand bearing 0.608 0.555 0.000445 0.069

light hand bearing 0.384 0.625 0.000375 0,073
Total 0.14 HP I

A

The major conclusion to be derived from the review of the dynamic performance

of the unit is that the shaft is too flexible. The operating speed is too close

to the first critical speed and the bearings are sufficiently stiff that any.

modification of them will not contribute to changing the critical speed. The

very flexible shaft also makes the rotor quite sensitive to any unbalance.

Hence, the design of the rotor must be changed. The most effective way is to

S increase the shaft diameter if the resulting increase in the power loss is

acceptable. 286
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b. Ritid Rotor, Turbulent Bearim Film

A small rigid rotor is supported in two Mercury lubricated bearings. The

system has the following data:

Total rotor ueight: 10 lbs.

Transverse minus polar mass moment of inertia of rotor: (I1I-) - 88.8 lbs.in2 =

0.23 lbs.sec2 in.

Bearing reactions: 5 lbs. and 5 lbs.

Bearing span: 10 inch

Design speed: 40,000 RPM

Journal bearing diameter: D - 0.625 in.

Bearing length: L - 0.625 in.

Radial clearance: C - 0.0007 in.

Lubricant: Mercury

Lubricant temperature: 400 F

Lubricant viscosity: 0 - 1.51 . 10 lbs.sec/in

[ Lubricant density: P - 0.475 lbs/in3 - 1.23 . 10-3 lbs.sec 2/in4

It is detired to select the bearing type for the application.

The rotor weighs 10 lbe and can be taken as being symmetric such that the load

[ - on each bearing is 5 lbs and the rotor mass per bearing becomes:

M - 5• - .013 lbs.sec2/in

The journal diameter is: D - 0.625 in. and the bearing length is: L - 0.625. The

- radial clearance is: C - 0.0007 in. which is relatively large but needed to

accomodate thermal expansions and to provide adequate cooling. With these

dimensions and the known lubricant properties the bearing parameters can be

calculated. Denoting the speed as N (in IPS) we get:

SSmmerfeld vumber: a a 1.5 . 10"7 . 0.625 . 0.625 ý.-.3125.2=-246 . 10-3 N

r Reynoldsnumber: R a 7T. 1.23.0 .3 N . 0.625 . 0.0007 . 11.2 N
Rlteynolds number: Re = 1.51 . 10-7

I' The operating speed is 40,000 RPM. Investigate first if it is possible to use

a simple bearing type like a plain cylindrical bearing or a grooved bearing.
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For study purposes the latter type can be represented by a 100 degree partial

bearing. U
It seems evident that the most difficult problem is instability. Hence, calcu-

late the dimensionless rotor mass parameter:

`V/"W -/0.0007 . 07013 . 5
1.51 . 10-7. 0.625 . 0.625 . 0 3125 2' 0.547

Entering Fig. C-9 with this value sajd using the curve for a 100 degree partial

bearing gives: S - 0.39. The corresponding speed becomes:

Speed at instability threshold -0.39 - 159 lPS - 9.50W AM=0.00246 "•

The corresponding Reynolds number is 1770 which is sufficiently close to the

value of 1663 for which Fig. C-9 is valid. Thus, a 100 degree partial bearing

yields a threshold speed of 9,500 1PM which is far too low for the application.

Next, enter Fig. C-11 with the calculated rotor mass parameters and ese the L.
curve for the plain cylindrical bearing to get:

0.64
S - 0.64, i.e. N =0.00246 - 26( RPS - 15,600 RPM

The corresponding Reynolds number becomes 2910 which agrees well with the value

of 3326 for which Fig. C-11 is valid. Hence, the threshold speed is 15,600 RP14

for a plain cylindrical bearing which is not acceptable.

It can, therefore, be concluded that no "fixed geometry" bearing is likely to

ensure stable operation. Among the other possible bearing types (the floating F
ring bearing, the externally pressurized bearing, etc.) the tilting pad bearing

is the one for which most experience is available. It will, therefore, be

investigated if the tilting pad bearing is adequate for the present application.

To check its stability it is sufficient to check if the pivoted shoes follow the {
Journal motion. For this purpose Fig. B-45 can be employed to get an estimate

even if the chart assumes the film to be laminar. For a speed of 40,000 RPM -

667 RPS the Sommerfeld number becomes: S = 1.64. The corresponding critical

* mass is found to be:
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crit 0.85

or

Rcrit= 0.367 lbs.sec2/in -mss inertia of shoe
cri (0.3125)2

Hence,

Critical mass moment of inertta of shoe - 0.0359 lbs.in.sec2 13.85 ib;

If the shoe is a 90 degree arc its "curved" length is: IT. 0.625/4 - 0.49 in.

With a length of 0.625 inch, a thickness of 0.25 inch and a density of
3

0.283 lbs/in its mass moment of inertia is approximately:

(2.49 2
Mass moment of inertia of shoe - 0.49 .0.625 .0.25 .0.283 . 12

0.000435 lbs.in
2

which is far below the critical value. Hence, the tilting pad bIefrinhs will I

stable.

The dynamic bearing coefficients can be found from Figs. B-80 to A-86. Once I

coefficients are determined the critical speeds may be cal.lated directly sIj

the tilting pad bearing has no cross-coupling terms. The procodure is illus-

trated below. It consists of the following steps:

1. assume a rotor speed N, RPS

2. calculate the corresponding Reynolds number and Somerfeld number

3. enter the appropriate design chart (or interpolate) to find the

spring coefficients

4. calculate the corresponding critical speed

5. if the calculated critical speed differs greatly from the assumed

[ speed, repeat the procedure.

[.2
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2

1he rotor mass per bearing isO.013 Ibs.sec /in, the transverse uses in t of

inertia minus the polar mass moment of inertia of the rotor is. (1-Y• , 6.8

2 2
lbs.in -0.23 lbs. in.sec and the bearing span is: A - 10 in. If the bearing

lbs
stiffness is called K i h the critical speeds become:

lst critical speed ,- n'S

2nd criticas. speed- L .2K
2

0. -23 -2x ii.06

The bearing reaction is: W - 5 lbs. and the radial clearance is: C m .0007 in.

such that:

W. 7.14 - 10 lbs
C in

Folloving the outlined procedure the calculations yield:

N - 125 APS S -0.308 Re a 140 0

lbs lbosec
from Fig. B-81: K 6400 j , Cxx - 21.8 in

i.e. lot critical speed, minor resonance 1 - r 4-6 - 112 VS 11 6700 R

N - 180 ITS S -0.443 Re 2020
= ~ b 1530lC"5. bo.sec

from Figs. B-81 and B-82: Ky - 1,350 In- Cyy- 55.6 in

' ~~1 1.3ý0 .7 P m1.
i.e. lst critical speed, major resonance - 0. 013 173 BPS - 10400

from Figs. B-81 and B-82: K - 5,200 nlb-s' C- 18.6 lbs.sec
xx i- xl iS1 Q , 169 RPS - 10,200

i.e. 2nd critical speed, minor resonance 1 1ý69.IFSM- 0...

N s -Q615 =e 280 0
Th lbsbsecfrom Figs. B-82 and B-83: K - 10,930 , Cyy- 52.7iyyn in

i.e. 2nd critical speed, major resonance -2 V" - 245 RFS -1.

t It should be noted that the bearing damping is sufficiently high that the systi

is critically damped *t all the calculated resonances. Thus, at the first crilf 290
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I-b
speed: r 18.2 lb,.Sc (let critical, minor)S~in

Critical damping - 2 " X•.013"2.•
g13 28.2 (lt critical, major)

Similarly for the second critical speed. Thus, thet ncritical speeds will have

influence on the rotor performance. Ic cantherefore, ba concluded that the 0

pad bearing ensures satisfactory performance of the systa-s from the point of I

of rotor-bearing dynamics.

c. RMaid Rotor. Hydrostatic Gas Bearings

A rotor has the following data:

weight: 90 lbs.

transverse mass moment of inertia at CG: 7,230 lbs.in2

tearing span - 20.7 in.

distance from bearing #1 to (;G - 11.5 in

journal diameter - 2.5 in

max. journal bearing length - 3.75 in.

The operating conditions are:

normal operating speed - 32.000 RPM - 533 cps

max. overspeed - 36,000 UMR - 600 cps

sax. available supply pressure - 325 psis

gas - air at 1200F

It is desired to select the dimensions of the hydrostatic bearings for this

application. The bearing reactions are found to be

Brg. #1 11.5 9.2 B Erg.#2

90lbs.
for bearing 1: V - 40 lbs.

for bearing 2: W - 50 lbs.

Hence, use W - 50 lbs. for design purposes. Since the rotor is heavy for the

[ required top speed it is necessary to have the bearing as stiff as possibLe il

order to avoid hydrodynamic instability. Therefore, the journal bearings are

[• chosen to havu double plane admission. From the approximate relationships:
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Ra M D '0. 25
(Ws-Pa) U)

0e. 50 so

a a) a 0.25 2.5

With L - 3.75 in. it is evident that the required load carrying capacity La easily

achieved. Turning to the bearing stiffness it is necessary to have:

lowest critical speed > 0.6 - (max. speed)

The lowest critical speed can be estimated by assigning a rotor mass equal to

the load of the heaviest loaded bearing, i.e. bearing No. 2. Hence, the re-

quired stiffness K may be estimated from,

2_ 50/3 >0.6 " 600 " 360 cpa2x 50/386.07

K> 6.6 • 105 3b8
in

Choose the optimm value of the restrictor ratio:

-0.7

and let the bearing have the maxim allowable length:

L- 3.75 in.

i.e. 3= .,75 1 .
D 2.5

and " k175

For an estimated operating pressure ratio of: P /PF - 2 the dimensiouless stiffnei

is determined by interpolation between Figs. B-119 and 3-122:

i1+82 . SL
1 + X2 "

3

The journal bearing clearance is selected such that:

j " .0.6 • 10"R

i.e. C -0.6 . 10 • 1.25 -0.75 • 10 in.
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7 To get the maximum stiffness the feeder holes should be orifice restricted with

as little inherent compensation as practical, i.e. 5 - 0. Then the actual

[ stiffness becomes:
I

[] K "0.75 • 10"3 (P&'&) 3.75 2.5 0.47 5.88 "103 (3 Pa)

There fore 5
P P> i.8. • 105 - 113 psi

Sor:

o. P > 113 + 120 - 233 psia

[ To allow some margin set the actual operating supply pressure equal to 275 psi.

Since the maxiv-i. available supply pressure is 325 psia the required stiffness

I. can be obtained with the chosen bearing dimensions.

[ The lubricant is air at 1200F with the properties:

viscosity: g - 2.8 * 1,09 lbs.sec Siný

gas constant: 4- 2.472 " 105 inZ/sec 2 OR

i.e. dT - 2.472 • 105"" (460 + 120) - 1.434 - 10 2

or - -1.198 l0 4 In[ sec

To select the number of feeding holes N and the orifice radius a for the journal

bearing use the definition of the restrictor coefficient A :

i76'6 a - 2.8 " 10".1.198 "104 0.75 -4

ForN - 16 and O - 0, a - 5.8 10.3 in. Since it is not fnasible to have 5

exactly equal to zero, set:

Sa -.. 006 in (i.e. orifice diameter -0.012 in)
with

With a feeder hole diameter d -0.125 in. the inherent compensation factor

becomes: 2 2
S 05.0. 2 -0.384
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--

Hence, 22

0+ 2 957

so that the reduction in stiffness is less than 5 percent. Check the value of

the reatkctor coefficient:

- 6 " 2.8 " 10" 16 .(9.006) 1.198 " 04

275 '0.13 io~V'T~T 0.75 -0.70275 -(0.75 * 10'5¥1 +÷3=

which agrtes with the selected value.

Let the distance from the orifice to the bearing surface be0.050 in. Then with

* a hole diameterof 0.125 in. the feeder hole volumebecomes: Vc -0.613 10 in

and the feeder hole volume ratio is

___c f .16 .613• 10.3

xDLC x ./2.5 • 3.75 .75 • 10-3 .44

which is too high by an order of magnitude from the point of view of susceptibility

to pneumatic hanmer. Instead make the feeder hole diameter:
d -0.035 in

Sand provide the feeder hole with a recess with a diameter of .125 Inch and a

depth ofO.002 inch.

The feeder votumse ratio then becomes:

-- 0.0525xDLC

which is acceptable. Providing the recess also changes the inherent compensation

factor which becomes:

5 -0.536

Based on the already obtained value for the dimensionless stiffness, the actual

stiffness becomes:
V2

KI I0. 7 (0.536)2 1 (275-120) 3.75 2.5 "0.47 - 8.43105
I + (0.536) z 0.75 10- I0"tn
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Assum a support stiffness of 3 , 106 in so that the combined stiffness of

the gas film and the support becomes:

combined stiffness - 6.58 • 105 lbe
in

To check tho critical speeds of the rotor assume the rotor to be rigid. The masi

and mass moment of inertia of the rotor are computed from the given data:
rotor mass: -0.233 lbysec

m tin 386.07 in

rotor mass moernt of inertia: (I-) (7230-860 a 16.5 lbs.in.sec2
" 386.07

Using the equations on Page 235with K1 - K2  n 6.58 "05 L and A - 11.5 in
Sand A2 - 9.2 in., we get:

S2 2•6.58 • 10
cut 0.23- 5.65 106 ad2

-2 • 5 (11,5 2 + 9.2j, 6 red-2
oe 16.5 8.65 2sec

4 (6.58 • 105 -11.5 + 9.2) -2-0.596 O1:2 red-4

ct 16.5 •0.233 sec4

and the two lowest critical speeds become:

CO - 103 3 (8.65 + 5.65) + (8.65 - 5.65)2 +0. 596

SHence:
e372 cps (translatory mode)

Rigid body critical speedxi4o
1472 cps (conical mode)

"j The lowest critical speed (i.e. 372 cps) is higher than the required 60 per cent

of the maximum rotor speed. The second critical speed is 13 per cent below the

normal operating speed of 533 cpa and should, therefore, not seriously iuitarfere
with the rotor operation.

To get an idea of the response at the critical speed determine the damping co-L efficient. The dimensionless value is obtained by interpolation between Figs.

B-120, B-121, B-123 and B-124.
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L. Dimensionless

D XDLC Deains

1 0 4.0

1 0.1 3.7

2 0 12.0

2 0.1
1.5 0.05 7.9

where the last line is determined by linear interpolation. The actual damping

becomes:
-91,25 ,3 the.set

B - 2.8 10- 3.75 6.7•0-3" 7.9 - 383 i n

The lowest critical speed (the translatory mode) is closely determined by

K2+ 2 radians

n V M t sec

2 6-rad 2 t
(i.e. W2 - 5.65 • 10 -- or ywtM 3 85 cps which is very close to the calculated

372 cps for the translatory mode). Hence, this mode can be considered as the re-

sonance of a mass0.233 bs'sec2 supported by a spring of: 2 - 6.58 105 - 1.316
lb6 b in.

106 " The critical damping is defined an:
in

Bcritical= 2 V1.316 • 106 "0.233 -1 lbs.sec
in

Thus, the log-decrement b is approximately:

SB - 22.17
Bcritical

and the magnification factor (the Q-factor) is closely given by:

Q-factor - X - 1.45

Note: the Q-factor gives the ratio between the mplitude at resonance and the

amplitude if there was no resonance, i.e. it measures the amplification due to

the resonance such that a Q-factor of I means no amplification. Thus, the rotor

is rather heavily damped.
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The operating eccentricity ratio can be calculated from:

Cu .-0.079

Finally, a summry of the bearing dimensions and the most important of the design

data shall be given:

Diameter: D - 2.5 in.

{ Length: L - 3.75 in.

Length between admission planes: L1 - 1.875 in.

I Radial clearance: C -0.00075 in.

Number of admission planes: 2

Nwumber of feeder holes: N - 16 (8 holes per admission plane)

Orifice diamter: 2a -0.012 in.

Feeder hole diameter: d -0.035 in.

Recess diameter: -0.125 in

Recess depth: -0.002 in.

Length of feeder hole: = .0.050 in.

Supply pressure: P - 275 psia

Radial stiffness: K - 840,000 lbs/in.

L Operating eccentricity ratio: c -0.079

Critical speeds of rotor: 372 cps - 22,300 RPM (translatory mode)

472 cps - 28,300 RPM (conical mode)

2I
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